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Introduction 
The single greatest cause of preventable intellectual impairment in the world 
today is iodine deficiency1

• 

According to the repon of the above-quoted meeting (which itself was a 
funher milestone in the sequence of events started by the World Summit for 
Children in 1990). over one third ofiodine deficiency disordP.rS (IDD )-affected 
people live in China_ China has since set itself the objective to eliminate IDD 
by the year 2000. 

The report of the Beijing meeting concedes that the ... salt industry is the 
cornerstone of the /DD elimi11tltion progr(J171me ... In this respect. the salt 
industry commissioned a feasibility srudy which states that. in order to monitor 
progress towards the millennium• s objective, ... a complete salt q11ality co11tro/ 
network which consists of administration, pr'.Xluction, distributio11 mJd quality 
c011trol .. from CNSIC (China National Salt Industry Corporation) to provincial 
salt i11d11stry companie.f (or bureaus) to production mid distribution enter
prises ... 2 is required. Further. there is a need to ... establish an information and 
statistic system from the (CNSIC) to the mo11itoring and control poillls ... (and 
the) ... production and distribution enterprises ... which will assist imer a/ia 
with the management of salt inventories, especially the quality aspects in 
relation to iodine content at the different network locations_ 

The following report is based upon a split-mission consultancy undertaken 
- in July and October 1995 which was fielded to review the information 

management issues for 'monitoring and control' by the salt industry as its 
contribution to the IDD programme. A national consultancy was also arranged 
--undertaken concurrently with this author's visits to Beijing-to examine the 
possibilities for electronic data/message transfer among and between the s~t 
and the health authorities involved in the programme. 

The results of these two consultancies are combined in this report in order 
to provide the reader with a holistic view of the various information manage
ment ad networking components of the IDD programme. 

Background 

ThereportoftheBeijingmecting1 refers to 'surveillance' which should 'watch 
over' the .. .iodine status of the nation and ... check on the iodine content of 
suit ... , such 'monitoring' requiring ... rapidfeedback of the results ... to decision
makers ... thus constituting .. .integral parts of programme management. 

l!J Notional AdllOCocy M#flflf lo E/1m1flDl• /odr1W !Hficr•flCJI D11<HtJ.rs by rlw Y •OT 1000. B•IJlfll. Chino 
1:!-U S.pro.b.r. /99J 

~ PrOJ•CI of Umwrsol /od1:ot1Dfl o{Solrro El1m111ot• IDD '"Chino. 1ttd Vo11011. N-mtJ.r 199,, PrOJ•CI 
C 1'1 by Ch"'o B•c•I F."lmunrrg Co. 

_____ , ______________ , 
J 
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The following are the key IDD-related programme initiatives undenaken 
in China: 

• the 'National Programme of Action for Chilrl Development in China in 
the 1990s' has been launched; 

• the 'National Plan of Action to Eliminate IDD by the Year 2000' has been 
established; 

• the 'National Leading and Coordination Group for IDD Elimination' has 
been created; 

• 'Regulations for the Administration of the Salt Industry' have been 
issued; 

• the Government has issued a decree which sets the legal framework for 
IDD in China, which states (approximate translation), inter alia, that 
... the salt indi~stry .. .is responsible for the whole country's supervision 
and management work of the processing and market supplies of iodized 
sali &: 4 (item 4) 
Further, the 
.. .iodized salt, before leaving the factory, must pass quality examina
tion ... (item 9) 
and 
... must be packed before leaving the factory ... with ... distinct identifica
tion sign ... with the name and address of tf.e processing enterprise, 
quantity of added iodine, batch rr.nnber, date of production and method 
of storing (item 10) 
In addition, the 
... health administrative sectors ... are authorized to ... spot c11eck samples 
and ask for materia/s .. .jrom ... production enterprises and the units en
gaged in processing or selling iodized salt (item 22). 
Penalties for non-compliance or falsification are foreseen; 

• the National Salt Industry Corporation commissioned a feasibility study 
'Project of Universal lodization of Salt to Eliminate IDD in China'2. 

The information component 

A recent repon5, prepared under United Nations funding, identified a number 
of shoncomings in Chin!l's IDD programme, inter alia: 

l!J D«rH of tlw Stale Coul'ICll. N111'1ber 16J- ~\,fonop-nr r.g11lonor11 of add 1od1rw to table salt to 
e/1.111nate the lronrt o/1odlfle deftt:1ency'. Augun :JJ. 199'. 

I! 'Replaflons on Edib:. Solt lodr:anon as a Me0111 to El1w'lale /odrne Deficiency D11orders ', /\.'onortal 
Office for Entkm1c Dueases Control. M"111try of Health. (a/ired E"f(l11lr -Nrsion of tlw above D«reel 

~ Nanona/ /DD E/1m1nanon Program-. Dr. G. Mah.rly & Dr. J. Seward. l11'1e J99j (CPR/9/14J'I 

---------------
' 
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• lack of a coherent quality assurance programme built from the produc-
tion site up; 

• lack of an integrated comprehensive surveillance system; and 

• lack of .. wel/ trained staff 

Partly to offset these and other prob•em areas. a coordinating body was 
established by the Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) and the Salt Industry 
Office of the China National Council of Light Industry (CNCLI). This coor
dinating body, the National Training and Technical Suppon Team (NTTST), 
which was inaugurated on June 20 1995, will be required to: 

• 'network' ... across a wide range of government and nongovernmenra/ 
agencies; and 

• ... coordinate the surveillance, monitoring and feed-back. .. of the pro
gramme (among other things). 

In addition, UN funding will assist in developing ... a strong management 
team ... with(in) the implementing national salt company ... , which, together 
with the other (above-mentioned) initiatives and agencies, is to ... provide the 
leadership and framework. .. required for the programme. DDrs Maberly and 
Seward, in the repon quoted above, propose that ... some of the support 
provided to (this) unit could be extended to help the NTTSTwith its functioning 
(i.e. infornation networks and linkages to the provinces, etc.). 

A little funher into the repon, a call for a ... clear arrangement for sharing 
of information... is made, together with the requirement that ... all data and 
information needs to be presented in a clear and compelling way ... for ... swift 
appropriate action ... 

The Maberly/Seward repon proposes further that the quality assurance 
'surveillance' programme's infonnation aspects include: 

• ... agreed common approaches, standards ... ; 

• ... a strong internal quality system at the producer and distributor levels ... ; 

• ... an inspection system that feeds back helpful information locally and 
then passes on only what is useful; 

• ... what i.fl happening in the factory and at the local level on a daily basis; 

• the development of ... systems that are complementary ... which are ... built 
together, but each having its own defined role. 

It is understood, if not explicitly stated in the above quotations, that there 
are two sides to the quality assurance 'surveillance' and therefore to the 
infonnation component of the IDD programme-one related to salt produc
tion/iodization/distribution and one concerned with health issues. 

Section 7 of the Maberly/Seward repon looks in some detail at the issue of 
quality assurance which ... startswith the salt industry ... and progresses through 

s 
111 I I I 11 
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... production, packaging. distribution ... 10 the retail outlet. The different points 
at which the level of iodization in the salt is tc be tested, and the need for 
standards in the sampling methodologies applied by the two sides of the 
network are also discussed. 

The ... data network system should extend .. 10 the appropriate regulatory 
bodies ... and the ... da.ta ... needs lo be quality assured, collected in the most 
efficient and reliable way ... and presented ... in a timely, user friendly m01111er ... 
The ... system needs to be engineered.from the bottom up ... designedwith the 
input of all stake holders working tog~lher ... , be ... as simple as possible ... with 
a highlight 011 the essential components ... , phased in as the programme 
matures ... and ... buil~ into existing i1~(rastructure in a sustainable way. 

Many of the points made in the above-quoted report are echoed in the report 
of a seminar on quality assurance6 following which, a technical working group 
was established with, illler alia, the following tasks for 1995 ... re1·iew cu"ent 
salt monitoring ... methodology, data collection. analysis and i11terpretatio11. 
rellise plans.from the bottom lellel up to use data to improve the programme ... 
and .... develop the frameworlc..jor a joint salt quality data ma11ageme111 
system .. . 

This latter report clearly divides the programme's activities into responsi
bilities for the health and the salt aut'iorities, both of which analyse the quantity 
ofiodine in salt at different points in the chain of production and distribution. 
However, it is considered that ... detailed technical guidelines are needed to 
implement. manage and share information between the salt aud health sec
tors ... 

The senior technical adviser to the Seminar noted, inter alia, that the main 
issues to be addressed by an IDD information system are: 

• careful design of forms; 

• the feasibility of data collection; 

• what will be useful to report both within the health sector and across 
sectors; 

• how the data will be used; 

• and what data to report to higher levels. 

The recommendations quoted throughout this introductory Chapter, aimed 
at the existing institutional infrastructure, indicate that support for national 
'capacity-building' is required at va.-ious levels. For example, the Maberly/Se
ward report quoted above implies that training in ... data handling and proc
essing... and ... presenting information to decision-makers ... are among the 

F?J Rtport on ~minor on qua/11)' auuraflt"o: of 10/t mo111tonng. Dr. J. Stno·ard. 811)1flg. 011na. Jufll I $./6. 
1995 
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human resource development issues to be included in the programme. while it 
is a fon-gone conclusion that a data collection. storage and exchange mecha
nism is the foundation for the rest of this component of the programme. 

It is expected that the IDD information network will be functional by the 
end of 1996! 

Statement of purpose 

Following a review of the previously-mentioned background material. one 
comes to the conclusion that the purpose of the quality assurance ·surveillance· 
network (figure 1) supporting the IDD programme in China is to: 

pr01'ide the Chinese salt and health authorities with a means of monitoring. 
ml)' place at QJ1)' time. tht! level of iodine in nationally-produced salt. The 
network, as an entity. will collect, s1ore and re-package information relared to 
iodized salt production, packaging, distribution, mid the results of testi11gfrom 
production to consumption levels. A twcrway flow of information between salt 
industry affiliates and health sector affiliated institutions and inspectors will 
provide the basis for a national salt situation analysis which will assist i11 
evaluating the couniry s objective of eliminating !DD by the year 2000. 
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The Network 

Network context 

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the IDD network •context' based upon 
the previous 'statement' of the network's objective. 

The conventions used are: 

• the circle-represents the network as a single entity (a virtual institution); 

• boxes-show the institutional components/groupings (known as •termi
nators') which at the same time represent the boundaries of the network's 
infonnation system; 

• lines--ronnect one institutional grouping Ctenninator') to another, and 
indicate network hierarchy. 

For the sake of simplicity (this first diagrammatic representation of the 
network is not meant to show too much detail!), an attempt has been made to 
represent the two •sides' of the network-salt (top right and bottom mid
dle/right) and health (top and bottom left)-as well as the coordinating bodies 
(middle right and left). The placing of these organizational groupings also 
represents their hierarchical standing in the network: 

•Top 
The institutions above the circle are the national 'tmninators' responsible 
for the salt (right) and health (left) asptets of the IDD programme-these 
institutions are the programme management bodies in their respective 
fields, to which their various affiliates ultimately report through the 
network •fitter' and from which the network receives its instructions; 

• Centre 
The 'terminators' on the right and left of the circle are responsible for 
coordination of the IDD programme activities between the salt and 
health sector authorities, having representatives of both as members; 

•Bottom 
The 'tenninators' underneath the circle represent the sub-networks which 
are responsible for data production, management and reporting, from 
bottom up as follows 
0 primary data sub-network (salt) 

the salt iodization and repackaging facilities' sub-network, which 
provides primary data to higher level sub-net.vorks in the salt sector 
N.B. at the time of writing, transshipment and other salt distribution 
facilities (e.g. warehouses, wholesaiers) do not appear to be valid (i.e. 
active) network participants. Rather they appear to have the same 
relationship to the network as retail oudets and households or other salt 
consumption sites which require monitoring. The consensus seems to 

, 
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be that it is the role of the health authorities to monitor such facilities. 
rather than that they actively provide data 7 to the network. However. 
should any of these come to play a more active role. they should be 
incrementally incorporated into the network as they become known 

0 primary data sub-network (health) 
the health sub-network which provides primary data to higher level 
sub-networks in the health sector 
N.B. undefined at the time of writing 

0 secondary data sub-network (salt) 
the provincial/municipal salt authorities' and salt monitoring stations· 
sub-network. where the 'operational users· are located. which respec
tively provide the first level of data argngation for the salt sector in 
general and for salt quality in particular 

0 secondary data sub-network (health) 
the provincial/ramnicipal health authorities· sub-network. where the 
·operational users· are located. which provide the first level of data 
aggregation for the health sector 
N.B. the actual data to be managed is undefined at the time of writing 

0 the salt research facilities 
intennediaries between provincial/municipal salt monitoring sta
tions-receiving salt quality data-and national salt authorities. They 
are responsible for data consistency and quality checks of their own 
and are generators of the second level of data aggregation for the salt 
sector's IDD monitoring activities 

0 the health research facility 
intermediary between provincial and national health authorities. which 
is the recipient of health data from the provincial health sub-network 
and generator of the sea>nd level of data aggr~gation for the health 
sector 
N.B. the actual data to be managed is undefined at the time of writing. 

As already mentioned, this scheme and diagram is. by necessity, over-sim
plified and there is one other major set of interactions not shown by figure 1. 
which occur informally between the two •sides' of the network at various levels 
of their respective hierarchies. As the NlTST was created as the forum for 
official interaction. this figure and the following sections show this rather than 
the informal contacts. 

The reader may wish to refer to the table in Annex I which lists participating 
institutions of the salt sector's primary data sub-network (I 84 salt iodization 
and repackaging facilities), which will be the focus of the information man-

~ 'M0111romrg u,,,.,.,sa/ S<llr lodr:atr"" Programmn' (Chapt«r 6. par• '4J. UNICEF. !CCIDD. PA.\IM. 
U110. Ml. January /99J 
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agement assistance during the first phase. The table also provides the addresses 
of the provincial/municipal salt and healt.lt authorities as well as of the salt 
monitoring stations. 

A list of the national IDD-affiliated institutions is provided in Annex II. 
together with their addresses. 

N.B. the following sections provide more detail on the information/monitoring 
system to be implemented for the salt industry. as that •side' of network data 
management activities has been the only subject of review so far. The health 
·side' will require its own consultancy for closer definition and is therefore 
only referred to as a data recipient without any attempt being made to define 
sub-network interrelationships. functions and data flows. 

Data Rows 

Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the data reporting and data flows 
required to move IDD primary (i.e. ·raw') data from the salt iodization and 
repackaging sub-network, through the provincial/municipal salt sub-network 
(which is responsible for data storage, aggregation and reporting) to the higher 
levels of the network. 

The conventions used for this figure are: 

• boxes-represent the •terminaton' (6 level!; of salt & I coordinating level 
instirutions-the provincial/municipal salt authority group is repeated to 
avoid confusion in the diagram) 
N.B. the health side of the network is shown as providing an unspecified 
flow. without related activities or data stores, into the coordinating body 
(NTIS1); 

• circles-in this case represent a data-related activity undertaken by the 
'terminators· of the sub-networks (9 activities) 
N.B. the large circle in the centre of the figure indicates that this is the 
key network activity; 

• 'tram lines• (parallel lines)-data stores resulting from the data-related 
activities of the sub-network participants (5 stores) 
N.B. the three data stores in the centre of the figure. resulting from 
activities 2 and 6 will be integrated into a single data store in each 
provincial/municipal salt authority centre; and 

• arrows-data flows from one instirutional grouping, through data-related 
activities and data stores to other institutional groupings. The thicker 
arrows indicate the critical path (i.e. salt quality data flows) for the salt 
sector input to the IDD programme. 
A double-headed arrow represents a two-way data flow between an 
activity and a data store. 

Ti 
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Figure 2 indicates that there are three parallel sets of activities and data flows 
originating from the salt primary data sub-network (iodization and repackaging 
facilities). These sets of activities have the following in common: 

• raw data reporting 
0 (activity /}-from salt iodimion facilities to provincial/municipal salt 

authorities and provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations 
0 (activity 5)-from salt repackaging facilities to provincial/municipal 

salt authorities and provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations; 

• raw data recording 
0 (activities 2 and 6)-activities 1 and S provide the raw data on salt 

production, packaging and movement, as well as on salt quality/iodi
zation, which will be computerized at the provincial level. 
N.B. the provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations also generate 
their own data through salt sampling, which is added to the data stores; 

WARNING! 
The salt monitoring stations are responsible for salt quality data in their 
res tive rovinces/munici alities! 

Although the provincial/munic-ipal salt authorities receive all salt data 
from iodization and repackaging facilities, they should not record or 
validate the quality-related data! 

All provincial/municipal salt data should be amalgamated into one 
data store at each salt authority which will contain all salt-related data 
(production, repackaging, movement and quality). For the sake of a 
clearer analysis however, each type of information is represented by a 
se arate data store in fi re 2, linked double-headed arrows. 

• data aggregation/output 
0 (activities 3, 4 & 7)--aggregation of provincial/municipal (production, 

repackaging, movement and quality) data for the next levels of report
ing; 

0 (activity 8 & 9)-aggregation of national (quality) data for the next 
levels of reporting. 

Annex m presents the forms, data modules and data elements required for 
the different levels of recording and reporting. 

At the end of this flow of data, a reverse flow occurs, whereby the health 
authorities, through the network intermediary body (N1TS1), present the salt 
authorities with their findings which indicate problems they encounter in the 
chain of distribution-NTTST is the forum for discussion and cooperation 
between the two sides of the network and should provide for the types of 
exchanges needed to monitor overall progress as well as bottlenecks, which 
could be due to many factors, in the IDD programme. 

IJ 
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N.B. the NTTST should facilitate the network's feedback mechanism which. 
through the activities of both the salt and the health sub-networks could. for 
example. identify cases of poor levds of iodine in salt found in specific 
locations or at different levels of distribution anywhere from the consumer to 
the production sites_ This body will alsc act as the programme monitoring 
agent. and review overall IDD performance_ 

Problems identified through the NTTST should trigger internal reviews by 
all participants. For example: the NSIC. using (searching) the aggregated 
national salt data set could trace faulty batch( es) through the chain of distribu
tion and, if necessary. bad to the 10dization facility. using their own quality 
assurance mechanisms and probk;ns found within the realm of authority of 
the salt inriustry should be remedied by than; likewise for any problems found 
to reside within the jurisdiction of the health authorities; problems outside of 
the jurisdiction of either should be dealt with by the NTTST. 

The above types ofinteraction are not represented in figure 2 as they relate 
to overall network functions rather than individual data activities of the 
sub-networks-the reader should refer to figure I which shows the interactions 
of all institutions in the network context. 

Entities and their relationships 

Following the examination of IDD network data flows and activities in the last 
section. this s~on will look at the network data model-i.e. the structure of 
network data and its relationships (figure 3). This section will show the basic 
data •types' (logical groups or entities) that are required for the network and 
how they relate to other data •types'_ 

In order to achieve the necessary level of abstraction required to visualize 
the data model. the following conventions a;-e used: 

• boxes (an entity or object)-represent real world •things' (nouns) ... each 
playing a necessary role in the system ... 8 defined by a set of attributes or 
data elements (see Annex III for details). Each entity has a unique 
combination of data elements which clearly set it apan from other entities 
of the same type; 

• diamond (a relationship)-represents an action (usually a voi>) under
taken by an entity which, •iether with the arrows, ... represem a s~t of 
connections between objects ; 

• diamond encased by a box-represents an activity and an entity at the 
same time, i.e. the writing of a report (verb) and the report (noun) itself. 
This convention has been adopted to avoid an over-complex figure; 

----------------- .. ---- ·----------. 
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• arrow-connects the activity of one entity to another. A double-headed 
arrow indicates that one entity repeats ar. action many times (one to 
many), i.e. one facility manuractures many batches of salt. or many 
reports on salt (inventories) are prepared. 

In the context of the IDD network. the CI!tity types are few and not very 
complex. consisting primarily of: 

• institutions/organizations of the sub-networks (i.e. salt iodization & 
repackaging facilities; various salt monitoring authcrities; and s:tlt dis
tribution agents & users); 

• salt (or product) which is the prime object (including its quality); 

• the salt sales (packaging/sbipping/movemert); and 

• reports on the salt. its quality and handling. 

Figure 3 again shows the groups of network institutions-the iodization and 
repackaging facilities. provincial/municipal salt authorities, provincial/mu
nicipal salt monitoring stations, salt research centres, and national salt and 
health authorities-already encountered in the sections 'Network context' and 
'Data flows'. New entities are the salt itself (the prime object) and the various 
reports required by the network. 

As there is not a great variation of entity tyf)CS, rather a proliferation of the 
~me types, a convention has been adopted in the following sections which 
numbers the organizational and report entities in the sequence of their appear
ance. This \\~JI also help iO cross-referencing the subsequent parts of this 
analysis. 

The salt iodization facilities-entity institution I 

There are 109 salt iodization facilities participating in the first phase of the 
IDD programme in 27 provinces and 6 municipalities (see Annex I). These 
faciliti-:s, which have ... the responsibility for routine monitoring ... (illlernal 
salt monitoring) ... and whose ... observations should be recorded systemati-
cally in a register ... 9• constitute the primary data sub-network: 

0 produce, iodize and package salt (entity product); 

0 internally test the salt quality at regular intervals (entity product); 

0 manually• record data on salt production, quality and stocks (entity 
product); 

0 manually* record data on salt movement (entity sales); 

0 manually• prepare reports on the above (entity repons 1 & 2). 

~ /nt/1co1or1 for A uumrg lodut1 Defrc1DICJI D11orthr1 and rh6ir Control tlrrCl!lglr Solr lod1:or10" '. WHO. 
UNICEF. ICC/DD. WHO!Nt.rr/9,.6, 1994 
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These repons (see Annex m for details). which are sent to the provin
cial/municipal salt auL,orities (entity institution J) and to the provincial/mu
nicipal salt monitoring stations (entity institution 4). include data on the salt's 
quality and its level of iodiz.ation. 

*N.B. a subsequent phase of lite IDD network may wish to consider comput
erizing this sub-network to reduce the workload which the provincial/munici
pal sub-network will encounter. This could mean either providing the same 
computer application or an electronic reporting •form' which could easily be 
·1oaded' into the provincial dataset-the means wiil depend upon the resources 
available to and capacities at these facilities. 

The repackaging facilitia-atity institution 1 

There are 75 repackaging facilities participating in the first phase of the IDD 
programme (see Annex I) which: 

0 receive and repackage salt from the iodization facilities (entity prod
uct). 

0 internally test the salt quality at regular intervals (entity product); 
0 manually* record data on salt repackaging, quality and stocks (entity 

product); 
0 manually• record data on salt movement (entity sales); 
0 manually• prepare reports on the above (entity repons 3 & 4)_ 

These reports. which are also sent to the provincial/municipal salt authori
ties (entity institution 3) and to the provincial/municipal salt monitoring 
stations (entity institution 4), contain data on the salt's quality-including its 
level of iodization (see Annex m for details). 

*N.B. a subsequent phase of the IDD network may wish to consider comput
erizing this sub-network to reduce the workload which the provincial/munici
pal sub-network will encounter. This could mean either providing the same 
computer application .>ran electronic reponing 'form' which could easily be 
•toaded' into the provincial data set-the means will depend upon the resources 
available to and capacities at these facilities. 

The salt a11tlrorities--entity institution J 

There are 26 provincial and 6 municipal salt authorities ,..~nicipating in the 
first phase of the IDD programme (see Annex I) which: 

,, receive manually prepared data on salt production and stocks (entity 
product) from salt iodization facilities (entity institution I }-these 
repons contain data on the salt's quality, including level of iodization; 

0 receive manually prepared data on salt repackaging and stocks (entity 
product) from repackaging facilities (entity institution 2)-these re~ 
pons may contain data on the salt's level of iodization; 
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0 receive manually prepared data on salt movement (entity sales) from 
salt iodization facilities (entity institution 1) and repackaging facilities 
(entity institution 2); 

0 record/computerize the reponed data on salt production and repackag
ing (entity product). as well as on salt movement (entity sales); 

0 prepare reports/transfer data sets on salt produdion and movement 
(entity reports 5 & 6) to NSIC (entity institution 6). 

WARNING! 
These authorities are pot mpopsjble for salt quality data in their resptt
tive provincts/municipalities!-see salt monitoring stations (entity insti
tution 4). Although the provincial/municipal salt authorities receive all 
salt data from iodization and repackaging facilities, they shou!d not 
record or validate the uali -rdated data! 

All provincial/municipal salt data will be amalgamated into one data 
store at each salt authority. The quality data will have been previously 
validated bv the salt monitoring stations. 

The salt monitoring statio~ntity instihltion 4 

There are currently 18 provinciaVmunicipal salt monitoring stations partici
pating and 11 planned to participate in the first phase of the IDD programme 
(see Annex I) which: 

,, 

0 receive manually prepared data on salt production and stocks (entity 
product) from salt iodization facilities (entity institution 1)-these 
reports contain data on the salt's quality, including level ofiodization; 

0 receive manually prepared data on salt repackaging and stocks (entity 
product) from repackaging facilities (entity institution 2)-these re
ports may contain data on the salt's level of iodization; 

0 receive manually prepared data on salt movement (entity sales) from 
salt iodization facilities (entity institution 1) and repackaging facilities 
(entity institution 2); 

0 undenake external quality checks of all salt facilitie! in their provinces 
(entity institutions 1 & 2) as well as transshipment and warehouse 
facilities under their jurisdiction; 

0 record/computerize the reported internal salt quality (entity product) 
data; 

0 record/computerize data on salt quality (entity product) from their own 
external checks; 

0 prepare repons/transfer data sets on salt quality (entity reports 7) to 
the salt research facilities (entity institution 5). 
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WARNING! 
The salt monitoring stations are uh responsible for salt quality data! 
Although they rtteive all salt-related data from iodization alid repac:k-

l
aging fac:iliti~ they should not record salt pnduc:tion or salt movement 
_da~ I 

All provinciaVmunic:ipal salt data will be amalgamated into one data 
store at eac:h salt authority. The quality data will have been previously 
validated by the salt monitorin2 stations. 

N.B. the report fonn used for external monitoring. which is the same as the 
one used by the salt research establishments, is detailed in Annex m. 
N.B. only 11 of the 29 monitoring stations are at different locations to the salt 
authorities, sometimes in the same city, other times quite a distance away-the 
remainder currently have the same address! 

The salt research establishme~ntity institlltion S 

There are 2 salt research establishments-Tianjin and Zhigong which: 
0 receive computerized data sets on salt quality (entity product)-both 

internal and external checks-from the provincial/municipal salt moni
toring stations (entity institution 4); 

0 undenake external quality spot-checks of salt iodization facilities (en
tity institutions I & 2); 

0 undertake yearly external quality checks of all salt iodization facilities 
{entity institutions I & 2); 

0 undertake external quality spot-checks of salt distribution facilities 
under the jurisdiction of NSIC (not more closely defined at this time); 

0 prepare reports/transfer data sets (entity reports 8) on salt quality to 
NSIC (entity institution 6). 

N.8. the report form used for external monitoring. which is the same as the 
one used by the salt monitoring stations, is detailed in Annex Ill. 

The NSIC~ntity institution 6 

The NSIC, which is the final recipient of data/reports from the salt sub-net
works, through the chain of entities and reports previously outlined: 

0 receives data sets on salt production from the provincial/municipal salt 
authorities; 

0 receives data sets on salt repackaging from the provincial/municipal 
salt authorities; 

0 receives data sets on salt shipping from the provincial/municipal salt 
authorities; 
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0 receives data sets on salt quality from the provincial/municipal salt 
monitoring stations; 

0 prepares data sets/reports on salt production and distribution; 
0 prepares data sets/reports on salt quality/iodization; and, most impor

tantly 

0 receives feedback on salt quality from the NTIST; and 
0 undenakes searches of the national data set to trace problem batches of 

salt. 

The N1TST ~ntity instilJltion 7 

The NTTST is the coordination body bet..veen the salt and the health sides of 
the IDD network. As such. it is expected to •network' between the two sides 
providing the necessary feedback mechanism for the IDD population surveil
lance and monitoring ofiodization levels in the salt. It is expected that NTTST 
will: 

0 receive data sets on salt quality from the NSIC; 
0 receive data sets on IDD prevalence from the provincial/municipal 

health authorities; 
0 provide feedback to the NSIC and the health authorities. 

N.B. more details on the functions and activities of the NTTST will only be 
available once an analysis Df the health side of the IDD nenyork has been 
undertaken. 

Other entities 

Health sector: 
0 There is a lower-level (primary) sub-network, as on the salt 'side', 

consisting of county-level health authorities; 
0 There are 32 provincial/municipal health authorities participating in 

the first phase of the IDD programme (see Annex I). These facilities 
may have a similar set of functions to entity institution 4 and would 
also function as a sub-network; 

0 The National Research Centre for Endemic Disease Control 
(NRCEDC), more often ref erred to as Harbin due to its location, may 
function along the lines of entity institution S (Tianjin and Zhigong); 

0 The Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) which will probabl1 function 
something like entity institution 6 (NSIC). 

However. at the time of writing the data flows and reporting procedures of 
the health sub-networks, as well as the functions of their •terminators', are 
unclear. They all do, however, have a symbiotic relationship with the salt 
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authorities. A later consultancy should clarify this side of network activities 
and its relationships with the salt sector. In the meantime, although the health 
authorities are not included in the figures. they are assumed to be an integral 
part of the network activities. 

Salt or public sector: 

0 There are an undefined number of transshipment fac:ilities involved 
in salt distribution which do not seem to have a direct network •func
tion' -i.e. they do not aud are not required to provide data on their 
activities to the network. at least during the first phase. Rather, they are 
Hkely to be the recipients of external monitoring both by the salt and 
the health authorities. As part of this monitoring. these facilities should 
be recorded in the data management system. 
Should they take on a more active role and start providing data 
themselves, they are likely to function along the lines of entity institu
tio!l 2 {repackaging facilities); 

0 There are an undefined number of warehouses/wholesale f ac:ilities 
involved in salL .. fatribution which al~o do not seem to have a direct 
network •function'-i.e. they do not and are 110t required to provide 
data on their activities to the network. Rather. they are likely to be the 
recipients of external monitoring both by the salt and the health 
authorities. As part of this monitoring. these facilities shNild be re
corded in the data management system. 
Should they take on a more active role and start providing data 
themselves, they are also likely to function along the lines of entity 
institution 2 {repackaging facilities); 

Network events 

The two previous sections examined IDD network data flows and data types/ 
relationships at a high level of abstraction. This section of the analysis will 
review the sequence of events at each level of the network as well as the main 
types of data which are handled at those levels {see Annex III for full details). 

The convention~ used in this section and in its related figures are the same 
as in the previous section-the reader should refer to the beginning of that 
section for details-as it was thought that a visual representation of events (in 
contrast to a standard list of events) is a more powerful way of presenting the 
steps required to generate, record and report network data (i.e. the monitoring 
required by the IDD programme). The sequence is the same as in frre 3, 
representing a ... system ... which is ... engineered.from the bottom up ... 

Salt iodization 

Figure 4 shows the first group of network events, which are undertaken by the 
salt iodization facilities {entity institution type I) as pan of the primary data 

11 
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Figure 4-Events Diagram (ERD Fonnat) 
Salt iodization 

Alt,.. it .., M.) 

ml (sl.iippia1 ... ) 

nporf(•) I A 2 

Notes: 

s.11 Wlmdla fac9ly 

{Oltity llUlilllliOll IJ-/.a/iq.,. 

• Entity institution 1 =salt production or re-packaging facility (which could 
also be a warehouse)!-insitution entity must be classified by 'function·. 
The main feature is the capacity/authority to iodize salt. 

• The reports are sent by: mail. fax or telephone-fax is the preferred means 
for the network (several of these facilities already use fax). 

• Several reports per month are currently forwarded to the next level. Details 
on report(s) 1 & 2 can be found in Annex m~ figure m-1 for the 
reporting form. 
N.B. report 2 should be a copy of report 1-i.e. details on each batch 
should be forwarded to entity institutions 3 IL 4. 

• Means of transport: truck, ship & train. Often stocks remain lengthy period 
in factory du~ to shipping delays! Iodized salt has been given transport 
priority by State Decree. 
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sub-network-the notes at the bottom of the figure show that these could also 
be repackaging facilities or warehouses! Whatever the real current 'function• 
of the I 09 iodization facilities, iodized salt is produced there under license with 
the following main events and main data types occurring (see figure ill-I): 

• The facility (facility data) produces salt (.proact ~tgoi11g), sam
ples it (monitoring data) and derives data on the quality of the batcn; 

• The facility then packages and labels the salt (packi11g data); 

• Finally, the facility ships the salt (shipping data) to the next level of 
distribution; 

• During the above processes the facility keeps an inventory (internal 
monitoring process) of the salt, its quality and related transactions. and 
reports on these at regular intervals to the provincial salt authorities and 
the provincial salt monitoring stations. 

It is incumbent upon the facility to monitor .. .iodine colllent duri11g produc
tion (in-process monitoring) ... and ... periodically at the end of the processing 
li11e ... as well as to ... keep adequate monitoring records ... 7 

A complete list of data elements and details of the reporting requirements 
for IDD monitoring for this level can be found in Annex m under ·salt 
iodization facility-reports I & 2'. 

Repackaging 

Figure 5 shows the next (possible) step-possible because the salt may go 
straight from the iodization facility to a distribution point. It should be noted 
here that a repackaging facility (entity instirution type 2) may also be a 
warehouse! Whatever the real current •function' of these facilities, iodized salt 
is repackaged there under license with the following main events and their 
main data types (see figure ID-2): 

• The facility (facility data) rereives salt from the previous level and 
records the salient facts (.prodllct data-incoming); 

• The facility may also sample some of the salt (monitoring data) and 
derive data on the level of iodization; 

• The facility then repacks and labels the salt (.packing data); 

• Finally, the facility ships the salt (shipping data) to the next level of 
distribution; 

• During the above processes the facility also keeps an inventory of the salt. 
its sampling results (internal monitoring) and related transactions and 
reports on these at regular intervals to the provincial salt authorities and 
the provincial salt monitoring stations. 

It is incumbent also upon this facility to monitor .. .iodine content ... durin~ 
the repackaging exercise as well as to ... keep adequate monitoring records ... 

1J 
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Figure 5-Events Diagram (ERD format) 
Repaclwgingfacility 
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Notes 
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• Entity institution 2 = Re-packaging facility or warehOUK-!~eed insitu
tion entity to have several 'functions'. The main feature is the capac
ity/authority to re-package iodized salt. 

• Several reports per month are currently forwarded to the next level. 
Details on report(s) 3 & 4 can be found in Annex ID-see figure W-2 for 
the reporting form. 
N.B. report 4 should be a copy of report 3-i.e. details on each batch 
should be forwarded to entity institutions 3 & 4. 

• The reports are sent by: mail, fax or telephone-fax is the preferred means 
for the network (several of these facilities already use fax). 

• Should report monthly as a minimum. 
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A complete list of data dements and details of the reporting requirements 
for IDD monitoring for this level can be found in Annex ID under' Repackaging 
facility-reports 3 & 4'. 

Rttoniing at provincial lft'd 

Figure 6 shows the next levd within the IDD network-the provincialfmunici
pal salt authorities (pan of the secondary data sub-network), which receive 
primary data from the iodization and repackaging facilities and secondary data 
from the salt monitoring stations. Here we encounter entity institution type 3 
which functions as a data processing intermediary for the NSIC. but al30 as a 
d~tralized source of'local' salt data. 

N.B. these authorities also receive data on many other aspects of salt 
production and management. which is not the subject of this analysis. How
ever. the salt authorities should seriously consider integrating the different data 
which they require into one reporting and recording system, to avoid multiple 
reporting by the salt facilities and duplicative recording of data at the provincial 
level! Special note should be taken of the warning at the end of this section. 

The provincial salt authorities are responsible for the following IDD data 
management events. together with the main data types: 

• The authority (llllt/writy data) computerizes/records the incoming salt 
prodNct data. packing data, and shipping data; 

• The authority prepares reports/data sets for transmission to the next level 
of the network; 

• The authority does not computerize/record internal monitoring data, 
received from primary data sources. Rather. th!s data is processed by the 
salt monitoring stations, following which it should be transferred and 
loaded to the system to produce a provincial/municipal overview for 
reference purposes. 

• The authority does not transmit internal or external monitoring data. This 
is the task of the salt monitoring stations. 

Details of the reporting requirements can be found in Annex ID under 
'Provincial/municipal salt authority-reports S & 6'. 

As this level of the network. together with the salt monitoring stations (see 
below), constitutes the first level of data aggregation, the first phase of data 
management/monitoring activities for the IDD programme will be concen
trated here. Between them, these two authority types are responsible for the 
salt activities in their respective constituencies and have the requisite level of 
administrative control, as well as existing reporting procedures-both from 
the salt production/packaging facilities and to the higher reporting levels
which should be capitalized upon, as this is a good basis for the IDD informa
tion system. 
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Figure 6-Events Diagram (ERD fonnat) 
Provinciallmunic1pal salt authorities 
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Note 
• Entity institution 3 =Provincial/city salt authorities. This level is respon

sible for recording and reporting data received from the salt production and 
repackaging facilities-i.e movement/inventory data-in general. 
Although it keeps a t.ra1 provincial/municipal picture, salt quality moni
toring data (iomzation) is recorded/reported by entity institution 4, which 
then forwards it to entity institution 3. 

• The reports are sent to the next level by electroni~ means. 
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WARNING! 
Due to infrastructural reasons, there are cross-flows of data and report
ing between salt authorities and salt monitoring stations, which appar
ently cannot be resolved, therefore, care should be taken to have a deaj 
division of labour i.e. data recordin and rtin between the two. 

Also, in the interests of standardized reporting and reduction of 
reporting load for the primary data sub-network, as well as to maintain 
data consistency, the data sent to the salt authorities will also be sent to 
the salt monitoring stations-this is es~ially important, as there are! 
data relationsbi s which need to be recorded at both authorities. 

1Wonitoring at provincial I~ 

Figure 7 shows another pan of the secondary data sub-network-the provin
cial/municipal salt monitoring stations, which also receive primary data from 
the iodization and repackaging facilities (see above warning)_ Here we 
encounter entity institution type 4 which functions primarily as a data process
ing and validation intermediary for the control of salt quality data_ 

The provincial salt monitoring stations are responsible for the following 
IDD data management events, together with the main data types (see figure 
ID-3): 

• The monitoring stations (llllllwrity data) computerize/record the incom
ing internal monitoring data; 
N.B. it does not ucord production, packing, or shipping data_ 

• The monitoring station samples salt at iodization facilities (facility data), 
repackaging facilities (facility data), transshipment facilities (facility 
data), and warehouses/wholesalers (facUity data) thereby producing 
external monitoring data (to validate reported data from the primary 
sub-network and beyond); 

• The monitoring station sends all ofits data to its provincial/municipal salt 
authority; 

• The monitoring station prepares reports/data sets for transmission to the 
next level of the network. 

Details of the report form used at this and the next level can be found in 
Annex III under 'Provincial/municipal salt monitoring station-report 7'. 

Monitoring nt national level 

Figure 8 represents the data-related activities of the two salt research estab
lishments at Tianjin and Zhigong (entity institution S), which are responsible 
for the following IDD data management events, together with the main data 
types (see figure 111-3): 

--·-------
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Figure 7-EW!lllS Diagram (ERD fonnat) 

Provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations 
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Note 
• Entity institution 4 =Provincial or city salt monitoring station, responsible 

for salt QAIQCJiodi:zation data. 

• The reports are sent to the next level (or extracted from these locations) by 
electronic means. These centres both receive and collect quality/iodi:zation 
data from the salt production and repackaging facilities in their province 
and they are empowered to run controls on these reported levels at any of 
the above as well as other facilites under their jurisdiction. 

• The data is also passed on to the provincial/municipal salt authorities which 
maintain the overview for their constituencies. 
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Figure 8-=-Events Diagram (ERD format) 
Salt research establishments 
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• The research institute (caattt data) receives reports/computerized data 
sets of salt monitori111 data~ internal and external monitoring
from the provincial salt monitoring stations; 

• The research institute undertakes external spot-checks (monitoring data) 
of iodization facilities (facility data) and repackaging facilities (facility 
data) to validate reported da~ 

• The research institute undertakes yearly routine external checks (moni
toring data) of all iodization facilities (facility data); 

• The research institute prepares reportsidata sets for transmission to the 
NSIC and the NITST. 

Details of the report/form used by this and the previous sub-network can be 
found in Annex m under ·salt research establishments-repon 8'. 

The salt research establishments are key players in the management of salt 
monitoring. Figure 2 shows the critical path of the network which stretches 
through the centre of the diagram, starting with the salt monitoring stations and 
the data they manage and ending with the salt research establishments and their 
data store. 

Considering that the chemists and the laboratory facilities are located in the 
salt monitoring and research establishments, the necessary external quality 
checks and verifications can be carried out-this is especially important for 
data reporting in relation to monitoring activities, as factual errors (including 
data entry errors at the secondary data sub-network centre!") can lead to 
misinterpretations and wrong conclusions. Any questionable entries should be 
caught here and returned to the originating authority/facility for re-checking. 
Also, any disputes arising from health external monitoring. which conflicts 
with salt internal or external monitoring. can be reviewed at this level. 

As the research establishments are also responsible for training the chemists 
of the salt sub-networks, any methodological concerns can be also be addressed 
from this level. 

Coordination at national level 

It is foreseen that the NSIC will have ... a strong management team ... and 
... provide the leadership and framework ... 4 for the salt side of the IDD 
programme, which is especially important for a well-functioning data/moni
toring network. 

As mentioned in the previous section and, as can be seen from the figures, 
data related to salt production, repackaging and movement is sent by the 
provincial/municipal salt authorities directly to NSIC. Here it will be concate
nated into a national data set, from which a variety of reports and statistics will 
be compiled. 

As also mentioned in the previous section, the salt monitoring data (both 
from internal and external monitoring undertalcen within the salt sub-networks) 
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is received by the NSIC after processing and verification by the salt monitoring 
stations and the salt research establishments. 

However. while any queries by the health counterparts on the quality of salt 
in the marketplace would best be handled by the research establishments. 
queries on the source of particular batches of salt or on the chain of distribution 
would best be traced by NSIC. as they would have the full national data set 
Therefore. the network's feedback mechanism is routed through NlTST to 
NSIC. which can start investigative measures by searching the data system. 

At the moment. many general- or specific-purpose salt reports are received 
hy NSIC. which are not required by the IDD programme. some of which 
contain data relevant to the IDD programme's monitoring activities. In order 
to reduce the burdeli on the facilities and the sub-networks and to avoid 
duplicative reporting. all salt industry reports need to be standardized as far as 
possible. 

Many of the data elements appearing in Annex III appear in some of the 
other reports currently being prepared by I'-~sic. therefore some sort of ration
alization is expedient. It is beyond the terms of the IDD programme to 
examine the other salt industry reports. but in the interest of network efficiency. 
NSIC should make an effort to do so. 

Other network events 

Some potential network intermediaries have been omitted from the analysis at 
this stage because there is either no clear picture as to which facilities will be 
actively involved in the network activities-e.g. transhipment and ware
house/wholesale facilities (salt side}-or what their functions, data flows and 
relationships-e.g. county and provincial health authorities, Harbin and 
MOPH (health side }-will be. The same goes for the NlTST. which, although 
having a network coordinatinWfeedback role. is at an early a stage of develop
ment. so it is not clear what exactly it will d<.' in relation to data flows, 
management and reporting. 

JI 
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Building an Electronic Communications Network IO 

Design ~onsiderations 

The Iodine Deficiency Disorder information network consists of the following: 
the salt industry's internal network I I; health institution's internal network; and 
inter networking the two internal networks. Within an internal network. there 
are two aspects to consider: local area network (LAN) which connect comput
ers within the same building; and remote accessI2 for provincial PCs. An 
internal network may look like the following: 

PC 

HQUK 

Figure 9. An internal network 

Even though this network is drawn with the salt industry in mind, the health 
side may have a very similar structure, with the Harbin institute replacing the 
centers in Tianjin and Zigong. PSTN (public switched telephone network-the 
public telephone network) is used to connect remote provincial PCs to the 
headquaner's (HQ) LAN. 

There are two ways for the remote provincial PCs to access the HQ LAN. 
One way is remote control, the other is remote node. 

ffg Cindy Hao. CHcntb6r /99j (UNICEF con"oct) 
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Reln/Jk control software allows the user to dial into a host computer and 
run applications on that host computer. The telephone connection .. attaches" 
the remote computer's keyboard and screen to the host computer. This con
nection transfers keyboard input from the remote computer to the host and 
transfers screen output from the host to the remote computer. The user at the 
remote site operates the host computer. Remote control is good for running 
applications remotely. Remote control software packages include pcAny
where, LapLink. and ReachOut. among others. 

Remolt! node software extends the reach of the LAN to remote computers 13
. 

A remote access server needs to be set up on the LAN. This server can be a 
software package running on an existing LAN server or a piece of dedicated 
hardware. In the case of remote node, the remote computer dialing in to the 
LAN acts like any other local computer on the LAN; the remote node has access 
to LAN resources such as file servers and database servers. A major difference 
between the remote control and remote node access is that in the case of remote 
control, the remote user operates another computer (the host). while in the case 
of the remote node, the user always operates his/her own computer. Remote 
node software packages include Windows NT Remote Access Service and 
Novell Netware Connect. Shivas LanRover is an example of remote node 
server i1ardware. 

Another way for the remote PCs to com~:iunicate with computers on the HQ 
LAN is by electronic mail (e-mail). This method does not provide any LAN 
access to the remote PCs. E-mail packages include Lows cc:Mail, Microsoft 
Mail. and Netware MHS (message handling system). 

Remote control solutions 

Many software packages are available in the US, but in China only a few can 
be found. Nonon's pcAnywhere by Symantec Corp is available in China. 
PcAnywhere 2.0 for Windows has a list price of$129 in the US, and its price 
in China is ¥2200. There is no Chinese version available. 

A remote control network has been set up at the Beijing Medical University 
(BMU)14 for a joint BMU-CDC (Center for Disease Control, USA) project 
which uses an earlier version of pcAnywhere. The project center has a LAN 
running Novell's Netware network operating system (NOS), and this LAN 
connects about two dozen PCs. There are about 60 remote PCs distributed in 
the project's 30 counties in four provinces; each county office has 2 PCs. Data 
entry is done in the county office. Once a month. persons at the central office 
dial into county office PCs and take control to check data integrity and transfer 
files from county computers tc central office computers. 

[! A111lror'1 tft11•: W1tk Ar•o N•rworlr (WAN) 
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There are many advantages to this centralized approach: 

• only the central office staff needs to be trained in operating the remote 
control software; 

• the county computer operators just need to learn data entry skills and a 
simple procedure to set up their computers to allow dial in access; 

• the cost of remote access (mainly long distance phone calls) is borne 
centrally and network operation cost car. be centrally allocated instead of 
dividing up the budget to give to remote offices; 

• the HQ computer takes full control of the remote host and HQ staff can 
diagnose and fix problems on county computers. This reduces the need 
to fly people out to provinces to fix computer problems. 

The centralized approach also has some disadvantagrs: 

• the central office will need to have enough personnel to handle the work 
load of collecting data from 30 or so computers once a month. The BMU 
operation has about 10 persons divided into two groups dealing with two 
different sets of data; 

• if the central office does not have enough people, a choice can be made 
to let provincial or county office computers dial into central office 
computers to deposit data files, but this requires more training for the 
provincial ctJmputer operators. 

The remote control approach is also the most economical wa}'.., but network
ing applications such as e-mail or client-server based database systems cannot 
be established on top of remote control software. On the other hand, some 
remote control software, for example, pcAnywhere for Windows 2.0, can be 
used over LAN connections and, therefore, can supplement the remote node 
solution discussed below. It is not necessary to have a LAN to run remote 
control software. 

Remote node networking solutions 

Even though many networking solutions for connecting PCs exist, the most 
common ones in China are Microsoft Windows NT (Windows NT) and Novell 
Netware (Netware). 

Windows NT 

Windows NT uses the client-server architecture. This means that the work 
required to handle applications is divided into two parts: some work is done 
or. the server and some done on the client. The client provides an interface to 
the user. When the user runs an application he/she uses the client software on 
his/her own PC. When the application requires data or action from the server, 
the client software interacts with the server to supply what is needed. The server 
usually runs on a high-end computer with a powerful CPU (Central Processing 
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Unit), lots of memory and lots of disk space. The client can run on most 
personal computers. 

Besides supporting dients on a LAN, Windows NT also supports remote 
nodes. The software that supports remote nodes is cdled Remote Ace~~ 
Service (RAS)_ So a Windows NT network supporting boLli LAN nodes and 
remote nodes consists of the following parts: 

• Windows NT server; 

• Windows NT LAN clients; 

• Remote Access Service (RAS) server; 

• Windows NT remote clients. 

Windows !'¥T serva 

The latest version of Windows NT server software is version 3.51 _To run the 
server software, the following hardware C'' .1figuration is needed: 

• at least a 486 computer running at 66 MHz; 

• at least 16 MB of memory; 

• CD-ROM drive; 

• VGA or Super VGA monitor. 

None of th~ existing computers on the salt or the health side of the IDD 
network are sufficient to run server software_ Most of the existing PCs are AST 
premmia486/66 computers, with 8MB of memory, and 340 MB of hard disk. 
Even though some of these computers may be upgraded to act as servers, it is 
better to plirchase computers which are designed to be servers. 

No Chinese version of Windows NT server software exists. 

Windows NT LAN clients 

All the existing computers in the salt and health institutions are capable of 
running as Windows NT clients. Often client licenses will come with the server 
software. Clients are supponed on the following systems: 

• computers running Windows 3.1 (English) or Windows 3.2 (Chinese); 

• computers running DOS; 

• client software is included in Windows for Workgroups 3 .11; 

• client software is included in Windows 95-Chinese version is expected 
to come out at the end of 1995. 

Windows NT RAS 

Windows NT Remote Access Service can be run either on a Windows NT 
workstation (which is a Windows NT LAN client) to support I dialup port. or 
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on a Windows NT server to support up to 256 dialup ports. When running the 
RAS on a network client, this client cannot be us!d to do other things. 

To support more than 1 dialup port, a multi-port serial board needs to be 
purchased. 

Windows NT Remote clients 

Remote client software is supported on the following platforms: 

• client software license can be purchased for Windows 3.1 or Chinese 
Windows 3.2; · 

• client software is included in Windows for Workgroups 3.11; 

• client software is included in Windows 95. 

Windows NT network can support TCP/IP protocols and therefore become 
pan of the Internet. 

No1•eH Netware 

Novell Netware Network Operating System (NOS) is the most widely used 
NOS for PC networks. The network is mainly a resource sharing network; PCs 
on the LAN can share fil"!S on the Netware file server and share printers via a 
Netware print server. The latest version of Netware is version 4.1. A popular 
version is 3.12 which has been localized into Chinese. A Netware network 
having both LAN nodes and remote nodes also consists of four parts: 

• a Netware file server; 

• Netware LAN clients; 

• Netware Connect (server for remote nodes); 

• Netware remote clients. 

Requirements for hardware and software are similar to those for a Windows 
NT network. Netware is by far the most widely used NOS in the world as well 
as in China. In China. more than 800/o of all PC networks use Netware NOS. 
New versions ofNetware (version 4.x) also have support for TCP/IP. 

Electronic mail systems 

Without setting up a full-fledged network, remote provincial PCs can still 
communicate with computers on the HQ LAN by e-mail. All the PC e-mail 
systems have a similar structure. A post office needs to be set up on a HQ LAN 
server. A remote access server needs to be set up to support provincial PCs 
dialing in. Computers connected on the LAN need to run a mail client program 
for LAN nodes, and remote PCs need to run a remote client program. 

J6 

E-mail software packages that support Chinese characters are available: 

• cc:Mail by Lotus Corporation; 
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• MS Mail by Microsoft Corporation. 

cc: Mail 

ccMail is a product of the Lows Corporation. It is an electronic mail software 
package which can be run over many network protocols or over a telephone 
link and is independent of any application programs. To have J. cc:Mail 
network that supports both LAN and remote clients, the following components 
are needed: 

• a cc:Mail post office that runs on a LAN server, 

• cc:Mail client software for LAN nodes; 

• cc:Mail dialup support software; 

• cc:Mail Mobile for remote provincial PCs. 

A post office is a program that runs on a LAN server, and it handles 
collection and delivery of mail. PCs attached to the LAN can become cc: Mail 
users using standard software (the cc:Mail LAN Pack includes license for I 0 
users; more users can be added by purchasing more licenses). Remote PCs 
which do not attach to a LAN use the cc:Mail Mobile software package to dial 
into a dial up saver to send and receive mail. Both e-mail messages and binary 
files can be exchanged using cc:Mail. 

Dial up support can be part of the post office or can be a special package 
that runs on a dedicated PC running DOS. If mail exchange between two post 
offices is needed, mail routers are 1equired. The router software must run on a 
dedicated PC and this router can also be used to support dialup mail clients. 
If the dial up server or the router runs on a DOS system, then only I dial up port 
is supported. To support more than I dialup port, a more advanced operating 
systen:. such as OS/2, is necessary. 

Setup for MS Mail is similar to cc:Mail, but MS Mail is more integrated 
with other ~icrosoft software packages such as Word or Excel. Both e-mail 
systems can be added on top of a full-fledged, LAN-and-remote-node network 
running either Windows NT or Netware. 

Inter networking salt and health networks 

If the salt and health sectors are to establish full-fledged networks IS using 
either Windows NT or Netware, each of them may allow access from the other 
side using the same remote node access server they use to provide access to 
their own provincial PCs. This way, selected or all computers of the IDD 
network can query and search databases on either the salt HQ LAN or the health 
HQ LAN. 16 

~ Allllror ·, 1tt111: 1>111 a"111or laa ""' r«ommctd that a fa/!-fledgul •l«tron1c Mtw"'lc h •1tab/11J,.d dumrg 
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If either cc:Mail or MS Mail is used as the means of networking to exchange 
mail between the salt and health networks, message routers must be set up on 
salt and health LANs to connect the post offices. Other organizations needing 
to exchange information will have to become remote clients just like the 
provincial sub-network centres. 

If electronic mail exchange (with the ability to mail binary files) among a 
few key institutions on the salt and health side of the IDD network can satisfy 
the need for information exchange between the two sectors, dialup Internet 
accounts from an Internet Service Provider can be acquired for these institu
tions. These Internet accounts will also allow other organizations, such as UN 
agencies involved in the programme, to exchange mail with the salt and health 
institutions. Use of Internet to interconnect the sub-networks for all commu
nication needs is an increasing option in China. 

Cost Estimates 

Initial costs for setting up the network vary depending on what kind of 
networking system is adopted. They can be a combination of the following 
hardware and software costs. 

Hardtvare costs 

• 70 14.4Kbps modems: 70 x 200 
(always needed); 

• 2 LAN servers: 2 x 5,000 · 
(only if need LAN); 

• 2 4-port serial boards: 2 x 100 
(for supporting multiple remote dialup ports); 

• 2 8-port IOBaseT hu~s: 2 x 350 
(only if need LAN); 

• 1 OBaseT wires for LANs: 2 x 250 
(only if need LAN); 

• 70 Ethernet boards: 70 x 100 
(only if need LAN). 

Software costs 

• 70 copies of pcAnywhere software: 70 x 129 
(for remote control solution); 

14,000 

10,000 

200 

700 

500 

7,000 

9,030 
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• 2 sets of (Novell Netware 3.12 with a 50-user license): 
2 x 3200 6,400 
(if use Net:ware on LAN); 

• 2 sets of (Novell Netware Connect for 2 ports): 
2x 780 
(to support Netware remote nodes); 

1,560 

• 2 32-user Netware remote node packages: 2 x 6,000 12,000; 

• 2 sets of(Windows NT server 3.51 with JO client licenses): 
2 x 1,600 3,200 
(if use Windows NT on LAN); 

• 2 copies of Windows NT RAS: 2 x 700 1,400 
(to support remote Windows NT nodes); 

• 60 licenses for remote Windows NT nodes: 60 x 35 2, 100 
(to run Windows NT remote nodes); 

• 2 copies of cc:Mail LAN Pack (Chinese) with a I 0-user license: 
2 x 680 1,360 

• 3 sets of cc:Mail Mobile 20-user license packs (Chinese): 
3 x 2100 

• 2 copies of MS Mail server software (Chinese): 2 x 1,200 

• 60 copies of MS Mail Remote Client (Chinese): 60 x 330 

• 10 copies of Internet-in-a-Box: 10 x I 00 
(for Internet accounts). 

Notes: 

6,300 

2,400 

19,800 

1,000 

(I) Costs of applications software, such as word processors or spreadsheet 
software are not considered here; 
(2) Some prices are for the Chinese market and are converted from RMB to 
USS. Buying them (if available) in the US would cost less. 

Operating costs 

Operating costs are mainly charges for long-distance telephone calls for 
provincial PCs to dialup to HQ PCs or vice versa. It is difficult to estimate. 

Table 1 lists many possible combinations of setting up a network and their 
associated costs. The most economical networking solution is using remote 
control software. In this case, only modems and the remote control software 
are needed. But the remote control approach will not support any networking 
applications such as e-mail or a distributed database system 17. Also, remote 
control software is more difficult to learn to use. 
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Ar.other possibility is to set up a LAN at HQ to support an e-mail system 
for remote computers in the provinces. Factory salt data are entered and stored 
in the provincial offices and mailed to the HQ LAN in a predefined format 
The advantages of this approach are: 

• an e-mail system is relatively easy to use; 

• the cost for setting up such a system is not very high; 

• operating costs can be low because the provincial computers need only 
to make the long distance phone call when sending and receiving mail 
messages; and 

• composing messages can be done off-line. 

But provincial PCs will not be able to query the databases on the HQ LAN 
interactively.! 18=: 

After establishing a HQ LAN, it is not difficult to add sup&°f for remote 
LAN nodes. In a full-fledged, LAN-and-remote-node network 5 

&: 18
• comput

ers at HQ and in the provinces will be able to query and search the database. 
Other network applications, for example e-mail. can also be added to the 
network. However, having a full-fledged network not only has higher initial 
costs. but operating costs in terms oflong distance telephone bills will also be 
higher than a remote-client e-mail system, since the remote nodes can interac
tively use resources on the LAN and interactive use takes more time online. 

The most complete setup is a full-fledged network supporting both LAN 
and remote nodes, witii an-e-mail application and remote eonirol capability. 
This way, all the networking applications can be used, and remote control 
software can be used for diagnosing and fixing computer problems in provin
cial offices. 

Other considerations 

New requests by the salt industr)!l !inakcittecessarytaldcbthCJCOnsiderations 
to the design of the network. Originally, one computer in each provincial salt 
office was expected to handle the gathering and recording of production and 
quality data from salt iodization and repackaging facilities in the province. 
Now the salt headquarters in Beijing wants to have two offices-the salt 
monitoring station and the provincial salt company-handle salt quality and 
salt production data separately for each province. 

From a data management point of view, these two offices should use the 
same database system. One of the offices, most likely the salt quality monitor-
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ing station, should forward its data to the provincial salt company which ...,;n 
take the responsibility of storing all data and forwarding the data to the Beijing 
HQ or to one of the national salt quality centers20

_ Therefore. electronic data 
transfer between the two provincial offices is needed. 

In some provinces. the two offices are in the same city or the same building. 
and transfer of data can be done by ha\ing a person deliver a diskette. When 
the two offices are not in the same geographical location, electronic means of 
data transfer must be used. The best way to do this is to use the remote control 
approach. For example. the computer at the salt monitoring station can run the 
pcAnywhere host mode software. and the computer at the provincial salt 
company can run pcAnywhere remote mode software. The PC running remote 
mode software can take control of the host computer and do things like 
synchronizing databases. transferring files. etc. 21 

The salt industry now has one computer for each province, which is located 
at the provincial salt company-JO more are needed for the provincial salt 
monitoring stations. More modems and more licenses for the pcAnywhere 
software also need to be purchased for the second provincial computers which 
are not located in the same city. The total additional cost may be around 

22 $90.000. 

Using the Internet to communicate 

So far my reeort has focused on building electronic networks for the IDD. 
however. there is an alternative to building dedicated networks. Recently. the 
largest computer network in the world-the Internet-is making great inroads 
into China. 

The Internet has become more and more available here and it may be used 
for data communications within the IDD program_ Even though there are some 
disadvantages in this approach. one of which is the lack of Chinese-language 
application programs, access to the Internet is improving day by day. As the 
Internet reaches beyond academic circles in China. more companies \\ill start 
working on localizing the application programs into Chinese. 

One of the largest Internet projects in China is undertaken by the Chinese 
Ministry of Post and Telephone (MPT). MPT is establishing an Internet 
backbone. caJled ChinaNet, to connect all provincial cities by June 1996. Other 
ministries or organizations are also building intemets of their own. For 
example, the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS), with the spon
sorship of the China Medical Association (USA), is building an internet which 
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will connect twelve medical colleges in the following cities: Beijing. Shanghai. 
Xian. Jiujiang. Hangzhou., Changsha, Lahsa. Guangzhou.. and Chengdu. 

The provincial offices of the health side of the IDD program should be able 
to tap into a CAMS internet access point nearest them. This way, the cost of 
running the IDD information network can be lowered: instead of making long 
distance phone calls. the provincial office computers can make local calls if 
there is an Internet access point in the same city. or make calls to the provincial 
city which should be cheaper than calling Beijing. Also. it is relatively easy to 
let somebody else provide you with network a~ than maintaining a network 
of your own. so training needs may be reduced_ 

Since the schedule of the IDD programme calls for implementation of the 
electronic information system by the end of 1996, and by then. more Internet 
access points will definitely appear throughout China. using the Internet for 
IDD data communications should be considered seriously. 

If the Internet is used. both the salt headquarters LAN and the NTTST LAN 
can establish permanent connections to the global Internet by leasing dedicated 
digital circuits from Beijing Telecom Administration (BTA) which is the 
official Internet Service Provider in Beijing. Provincial PCs can access the 
Internet via dial up to the service provider nearest to them, which is often the 
provincial telecom authority and the telephone call to the service provider is 
probably a local call instead of a long distance call. So the bulk of the costs of 
operating the IDD network will be the costs for leasing dedicated digital 
circuits and is more centralized. 

As a start, Internet accounts can be obtained from BT A for the major 
institutions involved in the IDD. so they can st.art communicating by electronic 
means. and by so doing. they will come to appreciate power of electronic 
communications.23 
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Funding Issues 

The reader also should refer to Annex IV (network schedule) md to table 1 in 
the previous section. The following items relate to funding groups, their 
individual activities and associated costs. while the network schedule shows 
the sequence of the activities: 

• 0-Pre-requisites; 

• I-Systems analysis; 

• 2-Bectronic communications; 

• 3-Data system design & implementation; 

• 4-Training; 

• 5-System installation & usage; 

• 6-Equipment; and 

• 7-System development management 

Considering that only the salt side of the network has had the benefit of an 
analysis at the time of writing. only the costs associated with setting up that 
component of the IDD network are reflected in this section. 

However. there will be several economies which can be realized if some of 
the following activities are undertaken for the salt and the health sides of the 
IDD network concurrently-the basic assumption underlying this analysis and 
the IDD programme as a whole is that one system will be developed for both 
the salt and the health sectors. 

The above considerations indicate that funding could be divided between 
the financial contributors to those two groups, so wherever feasible indications 
of costs for the health sector are given in the following budget. 

N.B. only the items which (still) require funding have been budgeted. 

0-Pre-requisites 

There are three components to this output. 

0/1 system operators All system operators (sysops) at salt (& health) 
authorities should be identifir.d by the national counterparts before any other 
work goes ahead, as these will be the nominees for the first round of training. 

It is assumed that there will be 30 sysops each from the provincial/municipal 
salt authorities, the provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations, and the 
provincial health authorities, 2 each from the research instirutes in Tianjin, 
Zhigong and Harbin, as well as 2 each from the NSIC, NTTST and MOPH 
(i.e. a total of 102 system operators/trainees). In addition, thought should be 
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given to having •back-up' personnel at each of the provincial/municipal 
locations. 

Oil tnnslation This report should be translated to Chinese and be distrib
uted to all coordinators and sub-network members as soon as possible. The 
repon should be considered as an operations manual for the network, to be 
used together with the data base manual. 

Cost base-2 m/m for a Chinese local recruit 

• 40 (days) x 75 

•SUB-TOTAL 

0/3 Printing repon. Cost base-25 pages for SI. 

3.000 

3,000 

• 4(x25)x 100 400 
(a I 00-page manual for I 00 salt sector users; 66 sysops & reserve cop
ies ); 

• SUB-TOTAL -100 

• TOTAL 3,400 

N.B. although this item must be repeated for the health sector once their 
analysis has been completed, there are likely to be some cost savings, as much 
of the general text will have been previously translated. 

I-System analysis 

There are 3 components to this output 

I/I was a preliminary analysis for the salt industry sub-network, funded by 
UNDP (TSS2-CPR/91/434) with the travel and subsistence ffunded by the 
UNICEF/CICETE-ex:ecuted & tJNDP-funded project DG/CPR/91/434 

• Completed 

Ill finalized the information system analysis for the salt industry under the 
same funding as 1/1 

• Completed 

1/3 is intended to undenalce a systems' analysis for the health sub-network. 

• fee 2 x 21 (day!.) 10,278 

• travel costs x 2 7,000 

• subsistence x 2 5,040 

• AOS 2,028 

•SUB-TOTAL 2-1,3-16 

•TOTAL 24,346 
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All activities under this output must be finalized as soon as possible to 
allow the data management system to be developed in time for installation and 
use by the end of 1996. 

2-Eltttronic communications 

There are 2 activities required to achieve this output. 

211 resulted in recommendations on the means of electronic data inter
change (hardware and software) for the network and was funded by UNICEF 

•Completed 

212 should start once all equipment and the electronic communications 
software (recommended under activities l and 211) have been purchased, the 
system operators nominated and basic PC training (item 4/1) has been given. 
The consultant will be required to travel to each provincial/municipal salt 
authority & monitoring station to install the electronic communications soft
ware and train the system operators in its use. 

Cost base-top national consultant costs USS 75/day, travel to 30 prov
inceslmunicipalities-3 days per province + travel time (I day each/air) 

• fee 30 (provinces) x 4 (days)= 120 (days) x 75 

• travel costs 30 (provinces) x 200 

• subsistence 120 (days) x 50 

•SUB-TOTAL 

•TOTAL 

9,000 

6,000 

6,000 

2/,000 

21y000 

N.B. it is advisable to install the electronic communications and train the 
system operators of the salt and health sectors at the same time, otherwise the 
above costs must be repeated. This would presume that the sysops of the health 
sector have received their basic PC training first. If this is possible, a provincial 
group training in electronic communications may be arranged for all sysops, 
which would also reduce the above budget and the consultant's time required 
in each province. 

3-Data system design & implementation 

This is the most important output, as it is at the hean of the IDD 
information management issue, however, there are cu"ently no budget allo
cations for this output. 

There are 8 sets of activities required to achieve this output. 

N.B. all the following budget items are based on the system analysis for the 
salt sector only. A budget increase will be necessary for the health sector, even 
assuming that their system analysis has been completed and is available to the 
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team of programmers-however, one can assume that some economies can be 
achieved if this is the case. 

3/1 System design. Cost base-I m/m international consultancy based 
upon the systems' analysis with 1 week briefing in Vienna 

•fee 

• travel & subsistence 

•SUB-TOTAL 

6,500 

2,500 

9,000 

3n. System programming. Cost base-3 m/m international consultancy 
with 2 weeks briefing in Vienna 

• fee 3 x 6,500 19.SOO 

• travel & subsistence x 2 

•SUB-TOTAL 

5,000 

24.500 

313 System testing in Beijing. Cost base--0.S m/m international consultant 
(programmer) together with system development manager and national system 
managers. 

• fee 0.5 x 6,500 3,250 
(no fee for system development manager as covered under 7/1 !); 

• travel 2 x 3,500 

• subsistence 2 x 11 days x 180 

• terminals 2 x 110 

•SUB-TOTAL 

7,000 

3,960 

220 

14,430 

The national counterparts shouM pay the travel and subsistence costs for 
the national system managers-2 each from NSIC, Tianjin and Zhigong-who 
will be involved in the testing and later as assistant trainers under 4/2. 

N.B. it is recommended that the national system managers for NTTST and 
MOPH attend. 

N.B. it is also recommended that the counterparts undertake a •dry run' after 
the software testing-i.e. all network participants should receive their forms 
and test data. 

3/4 System debugging. Cost base-I m/m international consultant with 1 
week briefing in Vienna 

•fee 

• travel & subsistence 

•SUB-TOTAL 

6,500 

2,500 

9,000 

3/S Translating system menus, messages etc. Cost base-3 m/m a Chi
nese-/English-speaking operator from IDD network (or a national consultant 

--------41 
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familiar with the network) will be needed to translate system menus, messages, 
output fonns etc. and O.S m/m for an international (junior) consultant to 
integrate the language changes into the system. 

• fee (national expert) 40 (working days) x 75 3,000 

• fee (national expert) 
10 (working days to assist the junior international consultant 
t~ translate the system on the basis of translator's work ) 
x 75 150 

• fee international ijunior) consultant 1 x 2,000 2,000 

• travel 1 x 3,500 3,500 

• subsistence 1 x 11 days x 180 (DSA) 1,980 

• terminals 1 x 110 110 

• SUB-TOTAL I 1.340 

3/6 Translating user manual. Cost base-2 m/m for a Chinese local recruit 
to translate the users' manual and other instruction sheets 

• fee (national expert) 40 (working days) x 75 

• SUB-TOTAL 

Jn Printing user manual. Cost base-25 pages for S 1 . 

• 2 x 100 
(a 50-page manual for 100 salt sector users; 66 sysops &
reserve copies); 

• Miscellaneous budget (e.g. printing & binding, pages of 
brief instructions for sysops & for salt iodization & 

3,000 

3,000 

200 

repackaging facilities) 5,000 

• SUB-TOTAL 5,200 

3/8 System upgrading. Cost base-1 m/m international consultant with I 
weeks briefing in Vienna 

~fee 

• travel & subsistence 

•SUB-TOTAL 

•TOTAL 

4-Training in data management 

6,500 

2,500 

9,000 

85,470 

There should be 2 gro;,p training programmes. Other on-the-job training will 
take place in the provinces ;n relation to activities 2/2 and 5/1. 

4/1 A 5-day (1 week) basic training in PC usage. Cost base-group training 
for all system operators in Beijing i.e. 66 trainees for S days 
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• travel 66 (salt sysops) x USS 200 13,200 
national contribution; 

• subsistence 66 (salt sysops) x 50 x 6 (days incl. l for travel) 19 ,800 
national contribution; 

• training fee 20,000 

• SUB-TOTAL 20,000 
(provincial authorities should pay travel & subsistence for training of 
their staff members in their own COUJ'ltry). 

N.B. considering the size of the groups, all system operators (salt and health 
sectors-total 102 trainees) cannot be trained at the same time, therefore a 
series of courses should be arranged. 

4n. A 10-day (2 x 1 week) group training for all system operators in the 
network's software-should be in Beijing. Cost base-66 trainees for IO days 
and 0.5 m/m international consultant together with system development 
manager 

• travel 66 (salt sysops) x 200 
national contribution; 

• subsistence 66 (salt sysops) x 50 x 6 (days) 
national contribution; 

13,200 

19,800 

• fee 0.5 x 6,500 3,250 
(no fie ffir system developmC"'.• manager as covered under 711 !); 

• 2 x 1l (days) x 180 (DSA) 

• travel 2 x 3,500 

• terminats 2 x 110 

• rent of premises & PCs 

•SUB-TOTAL 

3,960 

7,000 

220 

20,000 

34,430 
(provincial authorities shouid pay travel & subsistence for training of 
their staff members in thf!ir own country) 

N.B. it is advisable to train the system operators of the salt and health sectors 
during the stay of the international consultants, otherwise the above project 
costs must be repeated. This wOJld presume that the sysops of the health sector 
have received their basic PC training first and that their components of the IDD 
data management system have been completed. 

• TOT AL 54,430 

5-System install1tion & usage 

There are 2 components for this output. 

--'9 
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511 Installation of data management system and conversion of existing data 
(in Tianjin & Zhigong). Cost base-international (junior) consultant travel to 
30 provinces/municipalities), 3 days per province+ travel 'time (I day each/air) 
& 10 days to assist in the sysops' training course in Beijing. Accompanying 
national counterpart for language support and on-the-job training in supervi
sion 

• fee 5 x 4,000 

• international travel I x 3,500 

• national travel 30 (provinces) x 200 x 2 

• terminals I x 110 

• subsistence provinces (intemat.) 120 (days) x 100 

• subsistence provinces (nat.) 120 (days) x 50 

• subsistence Beijing IO (days) x 180 

• SUB-TOTAL 

20,000 

3,500 

12,000 

110 

12,000 

6,000 

1,800 

55,410 

N.B. it is advisable to install the system fo!" the salt and health sectors at the 
same time otherwise the above costs must be repeated. This would presume 
that the sysops of the health sector have received their training first and that 
their components of the IDD data management system have been completed. 

5/2 Test run following the beta testing of the software (no associated costs 
for the project). 

5/3 System usage by all network participants for I year (no associated costs 
for the project). 

• TOTAL 55,410 

6-Equipment 

6/1 Hardware. Cost base-purchase missing PCs 

• 4 (PCs & printers) x 4,000 
(missing from first deliveries); 

• 30 (PCs & printers) x 4,000 
(new request from NSIC for the salt monitoring stations) 

• 4 (servers) x 5,000 
(for NSIC, Tianjin, Zhigong & NTTST) 

• 4 (LAN peripheries) x 1100 

• 64 (fax/modems) x 200 

• 64 (backup hard/software) x 400 

• 64 (UPS sets) x 400 

16,000 

120,000 

20,000 

4,400 

12,800 

25,600 

25,600 

io - - ---·-·-- - ---··------------------------------------· 
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• 184 (fax machines for salt iodimion & repackaging facilities) 
x 300 55.200 
national contribution; 

• 64 (fax machines for provincial/municipal authorities, NSIC. 
Tianjin. Zhigong & NITST) x 300 19,200 
national contnbution; 

• SUB-TOTAL 224,400 

6n. Software 

• 4 (Novell Netware) x 780 3,120 

2,720 

8.256 

6,300 

1,000 

• 4 (cc: Mail-Chinese) x 680 

• 64 (pcAnywhere) x 129 

• 3 (cc:Mail Mobile-20-userpacks)x 2,100 

• 10 (Internet accounts) x 100 
(for test use at best sites) 

•SUB-TOTAL 

•TOTAL 

21,396 

245,796 

7-System development management. 

In order for all developments from 1-6 run smoothly and to integrate the 
different components, it is necessary to have a system development manager 
to oversee things. This would include time for supervising the international 
consultants, attending the testing and training sessions and suggesting im
provements based on own experience of data management. Cost base-2 m/m 
spread over 2 years (for the salt sector only) 

•TOTAL 14,000 

• GRAND TOTAL 503,852 

National contributions 

The foregoing figures do not take into account the 'running costs' of the 
network, which will consist of the following (un-budgeted) main items: 

• system operators 

• correspondence 

• hardware 

• standard software 

minimum 1 full-time person per authority, 
more necessary for lead centres; 

mailing, telephone, e-mail charges; 

maintenance/problem-solving, spare parts, 
diskettes; 

user support, problem-solving, upgrades. 

NIXT PAQl(IJ 
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No. BS Chl1 .... i1i-. Road No. 4 SuZhou Rold No. 4 Su7.hou Road 
Hefei,Anhui 230001 Hefei, Anhui 230001 Hefei, Anhui 23000 I 

Sn. ID: rNS·ANHU000002 Svs.ID: INS-ANHUOOOOOI 

No. 2 HuiBaiShu Jie Beijina Salt Company 
XUll\Wu District No. 39 YonaWli Da.Jie No. 39 YonaWli DaJie 

Bcijina I OOOS3 Cho~n. Beijina 10007S Chong'Mn, Beijina 10007S 
Svs. ID: DllS-BEIJ000002 Sv1.ID: INS·BEIJOOOOOI 

No. 61 OuPina Rold No. l She,.fu Rd. Middle Section WuYi Road 
Fmhou. Fujian 3S0003 Fuzhou, Fuji1n 3SOOOI Fuzhou, Fuji1n 350003 

Svs ID: INS-Funooooo2 Svs. ID: INS-FUnooooo1 
No. 63 Chl,.iia Xi111g No. l Yizhichuan North Rd No. I Yizhichuan Norlh Rd 
Chel1J()U11'1 District Lanzhou, Oansu 710004 Lanzhou, Oan!u 710004 
Lanzhou. 01111u 730030 

Svs.D>: INS·OANS000002 Svs.lD: INS·OANSOOOOOI 
No. 17 XianLie South Road Jinyina Building, 20th Floor No. 116 YueH111 Road 
o.....,u No. J 16 Sihuanzhona Rd. Guangzhou 
Ou.,.dona S l 0060 oia.mou s 10060 Ouanadona s I 0034 

~ 

Svs. ID: INS-OUAD000002 Svs. ll>: INS·OUADOOOOOI 

~vclf'!m ID Facilitv 
INS·ANI IU000003 DinaYuan Salt Mine 
INS· ANJ-IU000004 He Fei Salt Comoanv 
INS· ANJ-IUOOOOO S An Oin11 Sall ComDanv 
INS. ANJ- ruooooo6 Fu Y1n11 Salt Com111nv 
INS·ANI IU000007 ll111i Nan Salt Com11anv 
INS.ANHUOOOOOB Su Xian Sall Comoanv 
INS.ANHU000009 Wu Hu Salt Como111v 
INS. DEIJOOOOOJ Beijing Salt Company 

INS. runoooooJ FuZhou Tr1nsfer Station 
INS. runoooo04 ShtnYID 11ltiWrk1 
INS. runooooos 0111nZhou Tr1nsfcr Station 
INS. runooooo6 DonaShtn Tr1111fcr Station 
INS· FlJn000007 Zhtnct7..hou Tra1111fer Station 
INS· runoooooa Punan Tr1nafer Station 
fNS.OANS000003 lhlll.Xi1111111\Wrb 
INS· OANS000004 OaoTli 11lt'Wrk1 
!NS-OANSOOOOOS Lan Zhou Salt Di11ribution Co. 
INS· OANS000006 He Xi Slit Di1tribulion Co. 
INS·OANS000007 Tlin Shui Salt Oi1tribution Co 
INS.OUADOOOOOJ Di 11\Bai aall'Wrk• 
INS.OUAD000004 HaiK1111111lhwrk1 
INS.OUADOOOOOS XuWen 11ltiWrkl 
INS.OUAD000006 01111111Zhou Refined Silt Pl11" 
INS. OUAD000007 ShtnWei 11ltiWrk1 
INS..OUADOOOOOI OillllZhou alltiWrkl 
INS..OUAD000009 Mei Zhou Silt Com111nv 
INS.OUADOOOOIO ShlO Ouan Silt Comoanv 
INS-OUAJJOOOO 11 ZhonA Shan Salt Com ... ..., 
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No l S TllO YUM RnMI 

N1nn1ng. Ou11ng\1 Sl002 I 

Provincill Oo~. Compound 
Ouiytn1. Ouimou 550004 

No. 42 Haif\I OIDlo 
Hlikou. Hainan S 70003 

No. 6 Holou Road 
Shijillhlllnlo Hebei 0~0051 

No. 47 YiMin Jio 
NmOq District 

Hsbin. Hoiloflliilna ISOOOI 

No SI Jinn/.111.!nt: 1!11nJ 

Namuug. (i11N1c~1 S.rn02.\ 

Svs. ID: INS·OUA.'<000002 
I• No. 29 Yan Wu Jie 

Oui)Wllo Ouimou 55000 I 
Svs. ID: INS.Qt 117.000002 

No. 10 HaiDanY1nJian1 Yi Xi Rd. 
Haikou 
Hain111 '7000 I 

Sw. ID: INS.l-U"'1000002 

No. II Tiyu South Rd. 
Shijiu.hlllll'IS. Jlebei 050021 

~.ID: INS.m'RA000002 
I• No. 416 Xullll1111 Rd. 

N1npn1 
H•bin. Hoilon1iian91 ISOOOI 

~.ID: INS-HEl.0000002 

N•1 ~I J1:ui/.h.:ng lfon<I 

N:u1111n~. <iuNlllXl ~ \0112 l 

Svs. ID: INS-GUA."\00000 I 
No. 29 Yan Wu Jie 
Guiyang, Oui1hou 550001 

Svs. m: INS-OUIZOOOOD I 
No. 10 HaiDanYanJiang Yi Xi Rd. 
Haikou 
Hainan 57000 I 

Sw. m· INS-H/\INOOOOOI 
No.SI Xinllua XicJio 
ShijiaZhuang, llchci OSOOS I 

Sw. ID· lNS-HERAOOOOO I 
No. 21Xief.t0.0 Jio 
O.OLl District 
Harbin, lloltonajiana I 500 I 0 

Svs. ID: INS-llEl.0000001 

INS-OlJA.'iOOOOOl >------ ltel'u ••ll"'1rk1 lnJi7Alion 
INS-CiUA.'<000004 F111111Chc:n11 Tran~ler Sl•lion lodi7Alion 
INS 0 GtJA.XOOOOOS OuoU1i sall>Aurks lodi7Alion 
INS-OUAXi>00006 Nan Nin• Sall Com-nu Packuin1 
INS.QUA.X000007 Liu Zhou Sall C<>m!llllY Packuin1 
INS-OUAYOOOOOI Yu Lin Sall C<>m111nv P111:kuin1 
INS·OUIZOOOOOJ Kai Li Branch Co. Paclwrin1 
INS-OUIZ000004 Qui v ..... Branch Co. Pac"••i11• 
1Ns.mn111oooos Zun Yi Branch <"11 -. 
INS-HAJNOOOODl Yin10eHai 1alM>rka lndi1.11ion 
INS-HAJN000004 Donlfan111ltworkl lodi1Ation 
INS.HAJNODOOOS H1iKou Silt Company lodi1.11ion 

INS·HF.BA000003 NanPu 11Jtworks lndi1Ation -
INS-HEBA00001l4 O.Oinalle 11lt"Anrk1 lmh7Alion 
INS-llE.B/\00000 S Jianlle 1111\wrkJ lndi7Aliort_ 
INS-llEBA0000116 Shen1111ng11 ull\\Clrks lodi1Ation 
J.NS· llEB1'0000fl7 l.uanNan nll\\Orks lo1h1Alion 
INS 0 llEllA000011R lhmagllua ullwnrks lod11Alion 
rNS ·I IEBA000001> 7.l11n1J1e ull\..arl'.s lndi1.a1ion 
INS-llEBAOOOO I 0 '1uenMcna S11lt Plant lodi7Alion 
INS-!IEBAOOOOl I Tan1Shan Silt Com,,...,u_ P1c"-•in• 
INS.lfEDAOOOO 12 Zhan1 Ji1 Kou Sill Comnanv P1cboin1 
INS. 1-lr:'BAOOOO 1 l a.1 Ji• 7..hu1n1 Salt - P1ckltrin1 
INS·HELOOOOOOl Ha Er Bin Silt Corr p!!!Y Packl•i"• 
INS. HEL0000004 DI Lian Salt eo-ft-U P1ckuin1 
INS-HELOOOODOS Jia Mu SI p IC kl.JiD.L 
INS· HEl.0000006 Mu Din Jian1 P1eltaoin1 

INS· HEL.0000007 IOi Oi H1 f.t Packuin1 
INS-HELOOOOOOI Ji Xi Pac~&i!!L 
INS-I fEl.0000009 lie 011111 P1ck11in1 



No. 45 Wei .5th RolMI Nu. )0 JinSuiQi11t1 0.l>IU Nu .10 JinSoiQia•1 l>ftl>ao INS·llENl\000003 rin1Din1Sh1111 Sall Mine lodi1.11ion 
Zhenpjlou, llenan 4SOOOl Zhcn17Jlou, Uenan 4500H lhcn111J1ou, llen1111 4500H INS·HF.Nl\000004 YeXi1111 Sall Mine lndilAlion 

INS· I 1ENl\011Clll0 S W11Y11ns Sall Mine lndi7Alion 
INS·I U-:NAOOllllCJ(, i\11 YMI! llrM1.:h C.'n. l'acka11i1111 
INS·l ll·:Ni\Clll0111l7 Shiu111 Oiu llrMl:h Cn l'adaui1111 
INS·l IEN1\000QOK Zhou Kou llranch C:u 1'ac~11in• 

INS·llF.NA000009 San ~f!rr.~i• Branch Co. P1clwiin1 
~. ID: INS.HENA.000002 Sw. ID: INS.)IE'.Nl\00000 I INS.llS:IJAOOOO I 0 IJ•n Van• n .. nch Cn P1ekuin• 

No. 27 Donaffu Road OltlNllRd. No. I JiA11aH1111 Ro1d I rNS.HUnF.OOOOOl YinoChen11. Sall Mine lodi7Alion 
\\'ucC ... Wutm Ollnli ill!IPI Wuhan, Hubel 430014 INS.lruBE000004 904.5 Sall Pl1111 lodiution 
Hubei 430077 Yinachln1432450 INS.Ml mE000005 9047 Salt Pl1111t lodi1.1tion 

INS.mJBE000006 9.510 Salt Plant lodi7Alion 
I INS.HtJBE000007 Xi1aCian Salt Plant lc.di1.1tion 
INS·HUBEOOOOOI UOIU111 Salt Ph1nt lodiution 

I 

'INS.Ml ms:.noo009 "'-..1"'1.-- Cilv !1•11 Pl ... 1 lodi1.11ion 
I 

11NS.MI IBEOOOOIO J1.,. .. 1-1.,. Sall Ql!mjc:al f!l!Qt lodi1..11ion 
~ ID: INS.HURJ:.n00002 !lw tn· IN!l.l«JBEOOOOOI INS.HtmFllOOOl I Hu llAI Salt Peldn• S:ae1on1 ft 

No. 16 Beilhln Road No. l S YinPen South Rold No. 1.5 YinPen St .uth Rold INS.HtlNl\OOOOOl iXianolJ Salt Mine lodi1.1tion 
°*1phl. HINft 410001 Chlnphl, H11111n 410006 Olan1sha. H1a11111 ~ I 0006 INS· lflJNl\000004 Xi1111Ulen1 Salt Mine lodi1.1tion 

11111s.m 1NA000005 ll'hano Sha hit r•----· P1ekuin1 
INS·HUNl\000006 Yue Yant Salt Commnv P1elwtin1 

.llifilna:!.."2Q.!!007 Sh1tl!!JLSal1 Coml!!D~ P1ekYb!L 
!lw, ID: INS.H\.1NA000002 Svs. In: INS·l«JNA.OOOODI INS. li\JNA.000001 Chen 7.hou ~It ~ ft 

No. 42 ZJionaY1111 Road lbWI Houzui No 10 HliU111 Middle Rold INS.JIA.~0000) HuaiHli Sall Pl1111t lodi7.alion 

N9'i ... Ji111pu 210001 Lllll)Ullllll 222069 XinPu, Li1nyung1n1 INS·Jll\S000004 . YunT1i Tr1111fer A !1.1 .. lodi1.1tion 
Jian11u 22200 I INS.JIA.~00005 XinT1111al1W>rks lodi 1.1ti on 

INS·JIA.~00006 1 Di Dr>n1 11lt"°rk1 lodir.1tion 
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Annex/JI 
Data & Reporting Requirements 

General 

In the body of the analysis. repeated reference is made to the types of 
information required for IDD monitoring activities. These can be grouped into 
the following categories (record types or modules): 

• i) institutions-iodization/repackaging facilities and salt authori
ties/monitoring stations/salt research establishments; 

• ii) product-the salt itself as produced by the iodization facilities; 

• iii) quality-the sampling/monitoring data related to the constituent 
elements of the salt as measured by all above institutions; 

• iv) packages-the salt in units of delivery/shipping, either prepared by 
the iodization .:>r the repackaging facilities; and 

• v) Destination-shipping details. 

These record types form the modular basis of this annex and the proposed 
data management system for IDD monitoring. The following sections show 
the modules and their associated data elements which are required for each 
stage of network rqorting. The reader should note that some of the modules 
appear all the time, while others appear only at certain stages; some are fixed 
items (once recorded. to be used as reference points throughout the network) 
while others are variable (depending upon the situation at the time of repon
ing); yet others are recorded but do not appear on the fonns. 

Salt iodization facility 

reports 1 & 2 

The salt iodization facilities represent one component of the primary data 
reponing sub-network, which during the preparatory phase, will be conducted 
manually by fonn/fax. 

Figure IB-1 shows the data modules and related items that the salt iodization 
facilites should repon. By referring back to figure 3 in the body of the repon, 
one can see that the salt iodization facilities repon to provincial/municipal 
salt authorities at two levels: 

0 [entity institution type 1)-->[records (1))-->[repon(s) 1)-->[entity 
institution type 3); and 

0 [entity institution type 1)-->[records (1))-->[repon(s) 2)-->[entity 
institution type 4]. 

The fonn shown in figure 111-1 should be used for both repons-i.e. 
completed once only but sent to both the provincial/municipal salt authorities 
and the provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations. The fonner is responsi
ble for recording and transmitting data dealing with salt production and 
distribution, while the latter is responsible for salt quality and its monitoring 
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This report fonn consists of the following 'data modules': 

• i-facility data 
0 fixed data elements-which vary from one facility to another and which 

should be pre-printed on the forms by the provincial salt authority; 

• ii-product data 
0 variable data elements-dependant upon volume and time of iodized 

salt production; 

• iii-samplingfmonitoring data 
0 variable data elements-quality of the salt dependant upon sampling 

of each batch; 

• iv-packing data 
0 variable data elements-dependant upon means of packaging and 

amount from each batch; 

• v-shipping data 
0 variable data elements-dependant upon date, mode, volume and 

destination of each batch of packages sent out from the facility. 

The following provides a break-down of the data elements: 

• i-Facility data 
0 a) Facility ID/Code( consisting of record type [INS-:institution record 

type], province/municipality acronym [ANHU-Anhui], sequential 
number [000003-third facility entty in that province's data system]
see Anna I for facility locations and system codes 

0 b) Nature of facility (i.e. there are several levels of facilities in the 
network with varying functions which sometimes cut across logical 
definitions (e.g. a salt factory, a warehouse or a repackaging facility 
all iodize salt) [iodization]; 

0 c) Authorization/permit number [to be defined] 
0 d) Name of facility [facility name]; 

• ii-Product data (outgoing) 
0 a) BatchAot number (date of production) [YYYYMMDD]-also the 

date of reporting 
0 b) Total volume produced for the batch (in metric tons) [ n] 
0 c) KI03 used (in Kgs) [n] for a given month 
0 d) Month [YYYYMM] for which KI03 recorded; 

---------------------------------------- -----



• iii-Samplingfmonitoring data (representing a batch average for each 
reported item) 
0 a) Type of salt [vacuum refinedlcrushed-washedlsolar salt] 

0 b) Standard used (fixed data element for sampling) [GB546 l-92] 
0 c) Sample number [n] 

0 d) NaO (salt content) [n%] 
0 e) Solubles [total%] 
0 f) Soluble CaS04 [n%] 
0 g) Soluble MgS04 [n%] 
0 h) Soluble Mg02 [n%] 
0 i) Soluble Na2SO.a [n%) 
0 j) Soluble Ca02 [ n%] 
0 k) Insolubles [n%] 
0 I) Moisture levd [n%] 
0 m) Whiteness [ n] 
0 n) Grain size (unscreened) 0.85mm [n%] & 0.15mm [n%] 
0 o) Iodine level (in mg/kg=ppm) [n] 
0 p) Test result [free text] 

0 q) Date of expiration [YYYYMMDD]-deduced as a fixed period 
from date of production (minimum I year) 

0 r) Problem areas [e.g. equipment not deliveredlequipment mainte
nance problemsjinsufficient KI03 availablejinsufticient KI03 added to 
salt]; 
NB: The salt iodization facilities do not measure the levels of trace 
elements in the salt! 

Apart from the requirements of this report/form, there are periodic tests of 
iodine level undertaken (each shift tests every 8 hours) and the results recorded 
in the facility's log book. This data is not sent to provincial authorities. 

Additional data elements relate to the people involved in the sampling 
procedure at the monitoring, approval, checking. re-checking levels-these are 
signature blocks and do not need to be recorded in the data system, as long as 
the contact person has been recorded and is in a sufficiently responsible 
position in the facilir;. 

• iv-Packing data 
0 a) Means of packaging [machinejhand] 
0 b) Package size [O.SkllklSOk] 



0 c) Volume (in metric tons) [n]; 

This module is repeated, as there is the possibility of one facility producing 
three sizes of package from one batch of salt. 

• v-Shipping data 
0 a) Transport date [YYYYMMDDj 

0 b) Invoke number [n] 

0 c) Volume weight (in metric tons) [n] 
0 d) Mode of transport [shiplrailltruck] 
0 e) Destination [nameladdress]~ld be transshipment, warehouse, 

repackaging or wholC5ale facility 
0 f) Facility ID [system code]-an be entered if known, in which case 

there is no need to enter the address of the destination; 

NB: Copies of this form should be attached to each consignment and 
accompany the salt during its movement from producer to final sales 
outlet. It should be noted that some of the data on this form will also be 
stamped onto the package label. 

Repackaging facility 

reports 3 & 4 

The salt repackaging facilities represent another component '.'",: u~e first level 
(primary data sub-network) of network data reporting and transfer on the salt 
side of the IDD programme, which during the preparatory phase, will be 
undertaken manually by form/fax. 

Figure ID-2 shows the data modules and related items that the salt repack
aging facilities should report. By referring back to figure 3 in the body of :he 
report, one can see that the salt repackaging facilities also report to provin
cial/municipal salt authorities at two levels: 

• [entity institution type 2]->[rccords (2)]->[reports (3)]->[entity in
stitution type 3]; and 

• [entity institution type 2)-">[rccords (2))->[reports (4))->[entity in
stitution type 4). 

The form represented by figure m-2 will be used for both reports-i.e. 
completed only once but sent to both the provinci~/municipal salt authorities, 
and the provincial/municipal salt monitoring stations. The fonner' is responsi
ble for recording and transmitting data dealing with salt production and 
distribution, while the latter is responsible for salt quality and its monitoring. 
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This report form consists of the following ·data modules': 

• i-facility data 

0 fixed data elements-which vary from one facility to ;....1other and which 
should be pre-printed on the forms by the provincial salt authority; 

• ii-product data 

0 variable data elements-dependant upon batch received from the salt 
iodization facilities; 

• iii-sampling/monitoring data 

0 variable data elements-quality of salt dependant upon sampling (if 
undertaken within 5 days of receipt) of each batch received; 

• iv-packing data 

0 variable data elements-dependant upon means of packaging; 

• v-shipping data 

0 variable data elements-dependant upon date, mode, volume and 
destination of each batch of packages sent out from the facility. 

The following provides a break-down of the data elements: 

• i-F acility data 

0 a) Facility ID/Code(consistingof record type [INS-institution record 
type], province/municipality acronym [ANHU-Anhui], sequential 
number [000004-fourth facility entry in that province's data sys
tem ]-see Anna I for facility locations and system codes 

0 b) Nature of facility (i.e. there are several levels of facilities in the 
network with varying (unctions which sometimes cut across logical 
definitions (e.g. a transshipment station can also repackage salt) 
[packaging] 

0 c) AuthorizatioPJpermit number [to be defined] 

0 d) Name offadiity [facility namejprovinct.]; 

• ii-Product data (incoming) 

0 a) Batch/lot number (date of production) [YYYYMMDD]-r«~ved 
from previous reporting level 

0 b) Date received [YYYYMMDD] 

0 c) Volume weight (in metric tor.s) [n] 

0 d) Sender ID (ofiodization facility, consisting of record type (Th!S
institution], province/municipality acronym [ANJID-Anhui], se
quential number [000003-third facility entry in that province's data 
system]-should be on accompanying report fom1 I-see Annex /for 
facility locations and system codes; 



• iii-Sampling/monitoring data 
0 a) Type of salt [varuum refinedlcrushed-washedlsolar salt] 
0 b) Standard used (fixed data dement for S21Ilpling) [GBS461-92] 
0 c) Iodine level (in mg/kg=ppm) [n] 
0 d) Test result [free text] 

0 e) Date of expiration [YYYYMMDD]-<leduced as a fixed period 
from date of production (minimum I year) 

0 f) Problem areas [e.g. equipment not delivered!equipment mainte
nance problemslinsufficient KIOJ measured]; 

The repackaging facility should undertake sampling/monitoring of the 
iodization levels in the salt within five days of receipt of the batch. in which 
case the above details should be added to the report form. Otherwise. the 
original sampling/monitoring data provided by the iodiz.ation facility will be 
considered valid. 

Additional data element~ relate to the people involved in the sampling 
procedure at the monitoring. approval, checking. re-checking levels-these are 
signature blocks and do not need to be recorded in the data system. as long as 
the contact person has been recorded and is in a sufficiently responsible 
position in the facility. 

• iv-Packing data 
0 a) Means of packaging [machinelhand) 
0 b) Package size [O.Skllk] 
0 c) Volume (in metric tons) [n); 

This module is repeated, as there is the possibility of one facility producing 
two sizes of package. 

• v-Shipping data 
0 a) Transport date [YYYYMMDD] 
0 b) Invoice number [n] 

0 c) Volume weight (in metric tons) [n) 
0 d) Mode of transport [shipjrailjtruck) 
0 e) Destination [namejaddress)--could be transshipment, warehouse, 

or wholesale facility 
0 f) Facility ID [system code)--can be entered if known, in which case 

there is no need to enter the address of the destination; 

NB: Copies of this form should be attached to each consignment and 
accompany the salt during its movement to final sales oudet. It should be 



noted that some or the data oa this form will also be stamped onto the 
package label 

Provinciallmunicipal salt authority 

reports 5 & 6 

The next level of the network-the secondary data suh-Mtwork on the salt side 
of the IDD programme-is responsible for electronic data recording and 
transmission which involves two groups within the provincial/municipal salt 
administration: the provincial/municipal salt authorities; and the provin
cial/municipal salt monitoring stations. 

As can be seen from the data reporting requirements of the primary data 
sub-network (sections I and 2 of this Annex), data on salt iodizatior:, repack
aging and shipping (distribution). as well as on salt quality (which is the key 
component of the IDD reporting system) is generated here and transmitted to 
both groups at the secondary sub-network level. However, the q~ality data, 
although transmitted to the provincial/municipal salt authority, will not be 
recorded at or transmittal upwards from this level, rather by and from the 
provincial/municipal salt monitoring station (sec section 4 of this Annex). 

By referring back to figure 3 in the body of the report, one can see that the 
provincial/municipal salt authorities report directly to the NSIC: 

• -->[report(s) SJ->[ entity institution type 6]; and 

• -->[report(s) 6)-->[entity institution type 6). 

In fact, no printed reports should be prepared, rather the facts that are 
received and computerized at this level should be transmitted at specified 
intervals as electronic data sets to NSIC. 

NB: This sub-network bas no data collection function, simply comput
erization and transmission or the data collected from the previous levels. 

Provincia/lmunicipa/ salt monitoring station 

report 7 

The pro\incial/municipal salt monitoring stations constitute the second group 
of the secondary data sub-network. During the preparatory phase, this group 
will: 

• I) receive manually prepared (internal monitoring, primary data) rcpons 
on the key component (salt quality data) of the IDD programme. As can 
be seen from the data reporting requirements of the primary data sub-net
work (sections I and 2 of this Annex), overall salt production/iodization, 
repackaging and shipping (distribution) data is also generated here. This 
data, although transmitted to the p!ovincial/municipal wt monitoring 
station, will not be recorded at or transmitted upwards from this level, 

I _ ___!___----



rather by and from the provincial/municipal salt authority (see section 3 
of this Annex).; 

• 2) collect their own primary data as part of their responsibilities for 
external monitoring and evaluating the salt industry's progress towards 
IDD reduction. 

Figure 3 in the body of the report. sl!ows that the provincial/municipal salt 
monitoring stations: 

• ->[report(s) 7)->[entity institution type 5). 

In fact, no printed reports should be prepared. rather the facts that are 
received, collected and computerized at this level should be transmitted at 
specified intervals as electronic data sets to the next level of the network. 
namely the salt research establishments. 

In relation to the external monitoring that these stations will undertake, a 
variation of the standard reporting form as shown in figure Ill-3 will be used_ 
This report fonn consists of the following ·data modules': 

• i (a)-facility data 
0 variable data elements-depends upon which facility is being moni

tored, but should be pre-printed on the form before "wisting the facility 
(i.e. a record of the facility, whatever its function in relation to IDD, 
should have been made in advance by the provincialfmunicipal salt 
authority); 

• i (b )-monitoring agency 
0 fixed data elements-which vary depending upon which monitoring 

body is involved but should also be pre-printed on the form; 

• ii-sampling/monitoring data 
0 variable data elements-quality of the salt dependant upon sampling 

at each site and for each batch; 

The following provides a breakdown of data elements: 

• i (a)-Facility data 
0 a) Facility ID/Code (consisting of record type [INS-institution], 

province/municipality acronym [ANJiU-Anhui], sequential number 
[000003-third facility entry in that province's data system]-see 
Annex If or facility locations and system codes 

0 b) Nature of facility (i.e. there are !everal levels of facilities in the 
network which are involved in the chain of distribution which must be 
monitored, even though they are not active in providing data [iodiza
tionlpackagingltransshipmentlwarehouselwholesale] 

0 c) Authorization/permit number [to be defined) 

"fti"" ------ ------------------
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0 d) Date reported [YYYYMMDD]-i.e. date of monitoring exercise 
0 e) Name of facility [facility name]~ 

• i (b ~onitorir.g agency data 
0 a) Agency ID/Code (consisting of record type [INS-institution]. 

province/municipality acronym [ANHU-Anhui]. sequential number 
[000001-first facility entry in that province's data system]-stt 
Anna I for facility locations 111111 system coda 

• ii-Sampling/monitoring data 
0 a) Type of salt [vacuum refinedlcrushed-washedjsolar salt) 

0 b) Standard used (fixed data element for sampling) [GB546 l-92) 

0 c) Sample number [n] 

0 d) NaO (salt) [n%] 
0 e) Solubles [total%) 
0 O Soluble CaSO.a [n%] 
0 g) Soluble MgSO.a [n%] 
0 h) Soluble Mg02 [n%] 
0 i) Soluble Na2SO.a [n%] 
0 j) Soluble Ca02 [n%] 
0 k) Insolubles [n%] 
0 I) Moisture level [n%] 
0 m) Whiteness [ n] 

0 n) Grain size (unscreened) 0.85mm [n%] & 0.15mm [n%] 
0 o) Iodine lnel (in mg/kg=ppm) [n] 

0 p) Flourine [Passjfail] 
0 q) Arsenic [Passlfail] 
0 r) Lead [Passlfail] 
0 s) Anti-caking agent [Passlfail] 
0 t) Test result [free l:ext] 
0 u) Date of e:ipirat;on [YYYYMMDD]-deduced as a fixed period 

from date of production( minimum I year) 
0 v) Problem areas [e.g. equipment not delivcredlequipment mainte

nance problemslinsufficient KIOJ availablelinsufficient KJ03 added to 
salt]; 

7z--··--····----------------------------



• iv-Packing data 
0 a) Package size [O.Skllk] 
0 b) Volume (in metric tons) [n]; 

In relation to sections 3 and 4 of this Annex, tt. c Ukal situation is that 
the system operaton (at least) or both these authority types arr located 
in the same set of oflkes and sbatt the same computer resources-this 
will avoid double reportin~, the possibilities or double rtt0nling and 
subsequent confusion of data, as well as reduce the costs to the project 
2nd increase overall monitoring and system efficiency. However, it ap
pean that in some provinces, these authorities are under the jurisdiction 
or different departments oflocal government and, although they may be 
in the same municipality, may be a hundred or more kilometen away 
from each other. 

If it is not possible to •join' the data activities of the two authority 
functions, a dear division of labour (i.e. data recording) must be imposed. 
This will entail that, although both receive the same form from the 
previous sub-network level, each is required to enter 2Dh those items for 
which it is responsible-Le. the sdt monitoring stations DO NOT enter 
facility IDs and addresses or salt production, packaging and shipping 
distribution) data; the salt authorities DO NOT enter the sam lin data. 

NB: The salt monitoring stations are required to •validate' the reported 
(intem2!!1) data from the previous sub-network through a review of what 
is reported as well as through their own extemal monitoring activities. 
Therefore, there is a need to maintain separate records for each-i.e. what 
is reported by a salt iodization facility (or even modified when clerical 
erron have been identif"aed) should constitute one occurence of quality 
data in relation to that facility, while the data resulting from external 
monitoring, should constitute another occurence. Although the basic dnta 
elements are the same, the data function is different. 

Salt research institutes 
report 8 

There are two salt research institutes involved in the IDD programme which 
represent the third level of data reporting, recording and transfer. 

These institutes will: 

• 1) receive electronically prepared (internal and external monitoring) 
reports on the key component (salt quality data) of the IDD pro
gramme; 

• 2) collect their own primary data as pan of their responsibilities for 
external monitoring and evaluating the salt industry's progress towards 
IDD reduction. 



By ref erring to figure 3 in the body of the report. one can see that the salt 
research establishments: 

• ->[repon(s) 8]->[entity institution type 6]. 

In fact, although printed reporu will be prepared. the facts that are received. 
collected and computerized at this level should be transmitted at specified 
intervals as electronic data sets to NSIC. 

The salt research institutes will utilize the same repon fonn as the salt 
monitoring stations (see figure 111-3) wh:n they undertake external monitoring 
of salt facilities and will record: 

• i-facility data 
0 variable data elements-depending on which facility is being moni

tored; 

• ii-sampling data 
0 variable data elements-quality of salt dependant upon sampling; 

For full details on the reporting requirements at this level, refer to section 
4 of this Annex. 

Summary 

Figure 111-4 shows all the ·modules' and the data elements required for the 
various levels -of IDD reporting; recording and monitoring. As shown in 
sections 1-5 of this Annex. some of the ·modules' will be recorded some of 
the time by some of the networks participants, while others will be recorded 
all of the time by all of the participants. 

Everything has been put together on a single sheet to show the totality of 
the data management system required fo1 IDD reporting. However, there are 
other data components required for system maintenance which are not indi
cated on this form and which must be recorded at the provincial level. 

The main record type to which the above refers is the •institution' and its 
•fixed' rlata elements--<>nce recorded in the data system, mostly available for 
reference purposes only. Some of these do r.ot appear in the foregoing sectior.5, 
others should be available as pre-printed items on the form to be completed 
during the reporting/monitoring activities. The 'institution' record type con
sists of: 

fi"" 

0 a) ID/Code (consisting of record type [INS-institution], province/mu
nicipality acronym [ANHU-Anhui], sequential number [000003-
third facility entry in that i;rovince's data system]; 

0 b) Nature of facility (i.e. there are several levels of facilities in the 
network which are involved in the chain of distribution which must be 
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monitored. even though they are not active in providing data [iodiza
tionlpackagingltransshipmentlwarehouselwholesale ]; 

0 c) Name of facility; 
0 *d) Salt type produced by the iodization facility; 
0 •e) Address of facility [buidlinglstreetlcitylcountylprovincej; 
0 *f) Contact penon (family namelgiven name(s)lfunctionlsection (of 

the organization)); 
0 •g) Telecommunications (telephone! telefaxltelexle-mail). 

NB: * = not to be pre-printed on the report f onn. 

Another data item •missing' from the repon form is a system-assigned code, 
as in a) above, which should appear with each iteration of the other record 
types. This code is needed to maintain the uniqueness of each record and its 
links-as the system is object-oriented, relationships of one object to another 
must be maintained, and this is best :lchieved through unique record identifiers. 
Suggestions for the first part of this code are: 

• i) institutions 
0 [INS]-NB: there are several groups of •institution' active in the IDD 

network, and they should be distinguished by their •function' as op
posed to their •type'. The various functions are [iodizationlrepackag
inglsalt authorityjsalt monitoringlsalt researchltransshipment sta
tionlwarehouse1retail outlet]. Some of these will constitute the •desti
nation' of salt when it is shipped from the iodization or the repackaging 
facilities; 

• ii) product 
0 [PRO]; 

• iii) quality 

o [QAC]; 

• iv) packages 
0 [PAC]; 

• v) Destination 
0 [INS]; 

The remaining two parts of the code would be: 

• the province (see Annex I for full details) 
0 [ANHUIBEUICHONIDALllFUnlGANSIGUADIGUAXIGUIZIHAINI 

HEBAIHELOIHENAIHUBEIHUNAIJIASlnAXIJILllLIAOINEIMI 
NINBININXIQINDIQINGISHAAISHADISHANISHAXISICHITIANI 
XINJ!YUNNIZHEJ]; 

• the . .equential number 
0 [000001-999999]. 

16-- --··-·---------
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